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We’ve made a great computer
a lot better.
Varian’s new 620/L has a dra
matic price/performance ratio
that gives more computer in less
space at lower cost. The 620/L

is an advanced design of the
reliable, field-proven (over 1300
installed worldwide), systemsoriented 620/i computer.
Priced at only $6900, the 620/L
has an 8K, 16-bit, high-perform
ance memory that can be
expanded to 32K inexpensively.
Each 4K memory increment is
$2055.
What’s more, if you

don’t need 8K, you’ll find the
basic 4K, 16-bit 620/L very
attractive at $4825.
The 620/L is small, so small that
when fully expanded—a 32,768word system with all main frame
options and up to eight peri
pheral controllers—fits into just
21 inches of rack height.
The 620/L is 100% l/O-and soft
ware-compatible with the 620/i,
and new peripherals and soft
ware have been added. All peri

pherals, software, and applica
tion packages (developed for
earlier 620 models), as well as
the 620/L itself, are off-the-shelf.
You know us. You know that
when we say we have something
better, we can prove it. Talk to
the big company in small com
puters.
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So you want to
build a system •..
Why not?
Reduce costs on the
Peripherals also!
(Standard and Custom Designed)

• MAGNETIC TAPE
TRANSPORTS

•

DISK PACK
DRIVES

• LINE PRINTERS
ON LINE OFF
LINE & REMOTE
TERMINALS

•

MINI COMPUTER
UNIVERSAL INPUT
COUPLERS

• CHAIN PRINTERS
(OFF-LINE)

•

KEY DATA
RECORDERS
(MAGNETIC TAPE)

• LOW COST
MAGNETIC TAPE
RECORDING
SYSTEMS

•

MODULAR DATA
TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS

• DATA LOGGING
SYSTEMS

•

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
AND COUNTERS

• DIGITAL
INSTRUMENTATION

•

CALCOMP
PLOTTING
SYSTEMS

• DATA TERMINALS

•

CUSTOM BUILT
DATA HANDLING
AND PROCESSING
SYSTEMS

.

our Electronic Design Engineers build special purpose interfaces,
equipments and systems.

DATAMATIC PTY. LTD.
DESIGNS DIGITAL SYSTEMS
An AUSTRALIAN COMPANY specialising in DIGITAL DATA SYSTEMS

90 Alexander Street
Crows Nest, Sydney. 2065
43-3333; 439-7125

618 St. Kilda Road
Melbourne. 3004
51-6022; 51-6033
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48 Hampstead Road
Broadview. 5083
65-3353
l

The MDS 7500 system:

A new way to stretch your computer time
without using software, programming . . .
or the computer.
All these operations performed off line: punching and reading cards and paper tape; data com
munication and printout.

The new 7500 system lets you take the media
conversion squeeze off your computer, provides
hard-copy printout and is capable of performing as
a data transmission terminal.
There's no need to acquire the entire system at
once, either. Start with the unit or units you need
and add the others as your operation expands.
For your 7500 system, you can choose from five
different types of input media for conversion to five,
different types of output media:
INPUT
Keyboard
Magnetic tape
Punched cards
Punched paper tape
Communications (receive) terminal

OUTPUT
Hard copy printout
Magnetic tape
Punched1,cards
Punched paper tape
Communications (send) terminal

• pimple to operate - needs no costly program
preparation.
• Can be extended to maximum configuration without
the addition of expensive control units.
• Is independent of peak loads on the computer and
therefore always operates at maximum speed.
• Can be used in decentralised organisations with remote
data-transmission as a complete, independent and
efficient data terminal.
Contact NCR for complete information on the
revolutionary new 7500 system. And take the pressure off
your overworked computer.

NCR
Sydney 211-2188, Newcastle 2-4837, Brisbane 21-5211, Perth
21-9727, Hobart 34-3887, Melbourne 63-0271,. Adelaide
51-5821, Townsville 72-1722, Canberra 48-6111.
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readth of line
only
ne
dvantage
when you
choose
Tally.
No "Johnny-come-lately” to the data communications
market, we offer you the advantages of proven
equipment, immediate nationwide service and the
benefits of “mixed bag” approach (paper or magnetic
tape) to meet your exact needs without extensive
systems engineering.
j
Select the system that solves your data flow problem'
best—perforated tape or magnetic tape. Select a low
cost (>U characters per second parallel system or a high
speed 120 characters per second serial system (over
-100.000 characters per hour) with full error detection
and correction routines. Or select something in between.
I'ally equipment operates over voice grade lines.
AikI you can rent, lease or buy outright.
When the best way to move data fast, economically,
art! eiliciently calls for batch terminals, talk to Tally.
We've got the broadest line of batch terminals on
the market today.

m

mBm
m
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ry

• ADELAIDE 56-7333
• BRISBANE 51-5121
• HOBART 23-1841
• LAUNCESTON 31-3300 • MELBOURNE 69-0151 • NEWCASTLE 61-4077
• WIOUNT GAMBIER 2-3841
• SYDNEY 648-1711
e WHYALLA 45-0216
• WOLLONGONG 2-5444

WF 2565

How to make
ir telephone
computer
language

□ Allows high volume transmission of information
at economical rates.
□ Speeds up operations.
□ Gives instant access to computers wherever
located.
□ Provides security and reliability.

Standard Modem Range
200 bits persecond—using switched network or
private lines. 600/1200 bits persecond—using
switched network or private lines. 2400 bits per
second—using special quality private lines. 4800
(From 1/1/72)—using special quality private lines.

It’s all done with Post Office Modems.

Customer Advisory Service

They enable digital data transmission by phone
throughout Australia at any time. This is the Datel
service, and these are its advantages to you :

For complete information on the Datel service and
its application to your needs, phone the Sales
Advisory Section, Telecommunications Division,
General Post Office... or your local District
Telephone Office.

□ Facilitates centralisation with consequent savings
of time and money.

The Australian Post Office provides
fines and modems and the customer
provides the terminals and computer

CARD READER

LINE PRINTER

CARD PUNCH

TELEPRINTER

VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT

AUSTRALIAN POST OFFICE
IV
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Olympia international
tronic-typer
writes and edit writes at
175 words per minute
with lOO^b accuracy.
IMAGINE: writing and edit writing: reports;
quotations; item descriptions; motor car and owner
details; chemical formulae; policy details; details of
reservations and bookings; legal documents and
contracts; ‘patients’ medical histories; medical data;
material lists and production procedures; difficult
technical descriptions; personnel data; scheduling
details; share and stock data—at 175 words per
minute or up to 22 characters per second as many
times needed and onto varying documents with
100% accuracy reading the texts stored on punched
tapes and cards. Allowing for variable data to be
typed manually. Skipping texts if required. Making
as many corrections and revisions as needed.
Merging of tapes and cards and punching of a new

master tape using two readers. Punching of a
computer (Telex or Terminal) input tape retrieving
part data representing a by-product of a normal
routine job.
It will take twenty minute discussions with an Olympia
Data Systems Expert in order to find out if a TronicTyper can HELP YOU to REDUCE COSTS and
INCREASE EFFICIENCY.
That, “ONE DAY, we will GET AROUND TO IT’’
job—always shelved, because it was too expensive
for normal typing power, may just be the job for the
Olympia Tronic-Typer—
AT A COST, HALF A TYPIST’S SALARY!!!
Phone: Sydney 439-3444, Melbourne 329-9455.

Sjf§--
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OLYMPIA

INTERNATIONAL

OFFICE MACHINES & SYSTEMS
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GLOPAQUE
THE ENVELOPE PAPER
THAT CHANGED
ITS WAYS
When the Australian Post Office announced plans for high speed mail sorting
equipment, we developed a new paper. Burnie Glopaque Wove. A sheet with
improved burst, tear and tensile properties. A stable writing paper with
high brightness, and the ability to hold its fold without cracking. As an envelope
paper... a success.
But, it also had many inbuilt qualities. As well, it was a paper highly suited to
the offset printing process. Giving excellent results in full colour brochures,
catalogues, annual reports and maps.
Today it is still a success, as both an envelope and fine printing paper. Still an
all rounder excelling in its many ways.

ASSOCIATED PULP AND PAPER MILLS LIMITED
Australia’s fine paper makers
Mills at Burnie, Wesley Vale, Tasmania; Ballarat, Victoria
Offices: Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth

'■

MR. A. L. TURNER

73.camerqn Road
SOUTH YARRA. TIC.*3141
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simulation
stnech:
takestne
cnance
out of change
Most changes are based on an analysis of available informa
tion and a prediction that the changes will work. Sometimes
that prediction can be wrong. Now you can confirm whether
your judgement is right or wrong — beforehand — with
IBM Computer Simulation. You can accurately measure;
the effect of changing' your production, warehouse or i
transportation set-up by simulating these changes on a
computer. IBM Computer Simulation can also look at
alternate ways of getting more out of your existing facilities
— find new and more effective ways to increase production,
profit, cut costs. Alt of these exercises can be simulated
with an IBM computer which can show you how they will
work beforehand—and all the possible effects they will have.
Here are two case histories:
1. A mining company has had IBM build a simulation model
of their railway line. The results assisted the company in :
making decisions leading to a reduction in capital expen
diture requirements.

2. Loading and unloading of bulk material facilities was :
investigated to find ways of eliminating the bottleneck
formed at that point. However, Computer Simulation
showed that the real bottleneck occurred at another point;
in the system.
IBM Computer Simulation can also, be used to analyse :
marketing and financial planning. Call your IBM Data ;
Centre Representative or Branch Office today.
Phone Kevin Morris (Melbourne 94.0501) or John Hardy |
(Sydney 663.0381) to discuss how IBM Data Centre ,
.Services can help you take the chance out of change.

IBM
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THE
IDEAL COMPUTER PROGRAM
EDIT SYSTEM
® Detects input errors
• Produces clear, self explanatory edit messages
• Standardises edit procedures
• Aids in system or programming debugging
® Functions in a minimal core environment

HO YOU
HAVE SUCH A SYSTEM?
WE HOI I
And we’ve named it

EPG II

Edit Program Generator for
Business Applications

EPG was developed in the U.S.A. by Computer Sciences Corporation—the world’s
largest independent software company.
EPG II is available in Australia NOW.

/

And the Cost? Far less than you would invest in developing your own edit system.
Why not let us send you more detailed information about EPG II.

Write or telephone:
Mr. Charles R. Sullivan

Computer Sciences of Australia pty.ltd.
460 Pacific Highway, St. Leonards, N.S.W. 2065.

CSA

Telephone: 439 0033
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Small Digital Computers for the
Control of Mineral Processing Plants
By M. J. Lees*

A research group within the Department of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering at
(he University of Queensland has been investigating techniques for the automatic control
of mineral treatment processes. The research project commenced in 1962 and has been
supported by grants from Mount Isa Mines Limited and the Australian Mineral Industries
Research Association. A Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 8/1 process control computer
has been used for investigations into the automatic control of metallurgical grinding
circuits and also for the collection of plant data. In addition, this machine has been used
extensively for the assessment of control concepts and for the training of students and
plant metallurgists in digital control techniques.

Introduction
Automatic control of mineral treatment processes
has only recently been possible due mainly to new
developments in measuring techniques as applied to
mineral slurries. Effective control of the process can
only be obtained provided reliable measurements of
the process variables are obtained for input to the
control device. The nature of many of the important
variables makes them difficult to measure and in some
instances these variables have to be inferred by
measurement of other correlated variables.
One author (Kleeman, 1971) listed the following
difficulties associated with the application of measure
ment methods in mineral processing.
1. the variability of the raw materials (ores),
2. the difficulties of measurements on lump ores and
slurries,
3. the complexity of many of the key processes.
These difficulties often gave rise to
1. the lack of suitable sensing devices for ores and
slurries, e.g. the on-line measurement of particle
size, and
2. the lack of reliable mathematical models of the
major processes.
The development of industrial instruments such as
the nucleonic density gauge and magnetic flowmeter
have solved some of the problems of measurement.
The development of suitable mathematical models of
the processes has been the subject of considerable
research at the University of Queensland, and has
formed an integral part of the automatic control
project.
The Mineral Processing Plant
A flowsheet of a typical mineral processing operation
is shown in Figure 1. Coarse ore contains lumps up
to a nominal size of about 7 inches while fine ore
typically contains particles of a maximum nominal size
of about i inch. Since the crushing plant lies between
the large storage bins for coarse and fine ore, it is less

ore from
mine

storage bins

c rush ing

storage bins

chemicals

valuable

mineral

mineral
concent rate
Fig. 1. A flowsheet for a typical mineral processing operation.

'-■ Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre, University of Queensland, Brisbane. Manuscript received August, 1971. This paper
was presented at the DECUS Conference held at Surfers Paradise on 28 and 29 May, 1971. It is published in the Journal
because it is felt it deserves a wider distribution. (Editor)
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‘Computer Control of Mineral Processing Plants’

critical to the control of the overall process since there
is a considerable amount of surge capacity to allow
for process fluctuations. However, once the ore enters
the wet grinding stage it undergoes continuous pro
cessing until the final metal concentrate is produced
from the flotation circuit. As the operating conditions
in the grinding and flotation stages have a large effect
on the quality of the mineral concentrate and the
efficiency of the separation, i.e. control over the
amount of valuable mineral lost in tailing, then the
greatest benefits may be obtained from the careful
control of the process during these two stages.
Therefore, initially the research project was con
cerned with the optimisation and automatic control
of grinding circuits.
This work is now largely completed with the recent
long term testing of a small digital computer in the
grinding mill at Mount Isa Mines Limited (Fewings,
1971). Development of suitable control techniques for
the flotation process is now an important part of the
research project.
The Industrial Environment
The nature of the mineral processing operation pro
vides a harsh environment for all types of mechanical,
electrical, and pneumatic equipment. Sensing and
measuring instruments are required to detect proper
ties of abrasive slurry streams and to operate in close
proximity to splashing and spillage of ore pulp. Even
in the most carefully operated plants, dust and spillage
are always present in varying degrees. It is necessary,
therefore, that analogue or digital control equipment,
and the associated measuring instruments operate
reliably under such conditions or alternatively, be pro
tected against the effects of an adverse environment.
The Control Computer at the University of
Queensland
This is a small digital computer supplied by Digital
Equipment Corporation. It consisted initially of the
following equipment.
PDP 8/1 computer with 4096 word memory.
Teleprinter with low speed paper tape reader and
punch.
Time clock (1/50 sec.).
8 analogue input channels.
3 analogue output channels.
36 output relays.
The teleprinter was modified to allow it to be turned
on and off by the computer using one of the relays.
The software provided included assembly language, a
very limited version of FORTRAN, and the on-line
language FOCAL.
Plant Testing
The PDP 8/1 computer was temporarily installed
in two industrial plants for the following purposes:—
1. to investigate the usefulness of a computer in
mineral processing plants,
2. to gain experience in running the computer on a
mineral processing circuit whose characteristics
were known from previous test work (at Mount
Isa Mines),
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3. to obtain a knowledge of problems likely to arise
during the installation of a process control com
puter.
At Mount Isa Mines the computer was placed on
line on a copper grinding circuit in the No. 1 con
centrator. This circuit was then processing 130 tons
per hour of copper ore. The circuit consists of a rod
mill followed by three ball mills in closed circuit with
hydrocyclones. The computer operated on-line at this
mill for a period of four months. The purpose of this
test work at Mount Isa was to investigate the use of
the computer for
1. logging the average circuit performance at any
required interval,
2. frequent monitoring of critical operating variables,
and activating an alarm when any variable moved
outside selected limits,
3. on-line calculation of dependent variables such as
circulating loads, and
4. automatic control of the circuit.
At the completion of the test work in Mount Isa,
the computer was transported by air to the New
Broken Hill Consolidated mill where it was used in
further test work for a period of almost four months.
At the Broken Hill plant the computer was connected
to a circuit consisting of two rod mills followed by
three ball mills in closed circuit with rake classifiers.
The plant testing at both Mount Isa and Broken
Hill was considered to be very successful and the
following conclusions were drawn (Lynch 1969, and
Whiten 1971).
1. The digital computer is a very flexible tool for
control purposes. This means that the manual
operating procedures to avoid overload and similar
conditions can be translated into control programs.
2. The computer performance indicated that it would
be reasonably reliable in continuous service.
3. The use of a digital computer for data collection
provides much better quality information than
would otherwise be available.
4. Some redundant measurements will be required to

ah.

Fig. 2. The computer control room at the Julius Kruttschnitt
Mineral Research Centre, University of Queensland.
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provide checks on the accuracy of instrumentation.
5. A control computer should use only the most
reliable of the instruments available in the plant.
6. The installation of a computer in a mineral pro
cessing plant will not give large immediate gains.
However, a computer could provide continuing
incremental gains as it and the information it pro
vides are used to solve the instrumentation, control,
and optimisation problems.
Both Mount Isa Mines and Zinc Corporation-New
Broken Hill Consolidated have decided to go further
into digital process control. In each case a small
computer has been purchased and is being used for
evaluation, staff training, and development of control
techniques.
Grinding Circuit Control at Mount Isa
The small computer purchased by Mount Isa Mines
is a Hewlett-Packard 2114B. This computer has now
been in operation for a period of approximately twelve
months and is being used to develop and test grind
ing control systems in the No. 1 concentrator. The
main objectives of this work (Fewings, 1971) are to
obtain knowledge for futher system applications. These
objectives are
1. to define minimum plant instrumentation require
ments,
2. to develop proven software,
3. to determine the required hardware specifications,
and
4. to determine and compare economic gains and
costs.
This grinding circuit had previously been operated
successfully for a period of two years using an analogue
control system to maintain product quality. During this
period experience was obtained in the operation and
maintenance of the instruments subsequently used in
the digital control system. The main advantages of
the digital control system over the previous analogue ,
system were stated (Fewings, 1971) as follows.
1. cost competitive with industrial analogue com
puters,
2. greater flexibility of operation,
3. ability to handle feedback loops with large delay
times,
4. facility for adopting higher level control functions,
non-linear control functions and predictive tech
niques,
5. the provision to set up parameter monitoring and
emergency action routines,
6. the suitability of the data for off-line and on-line
reduction,
7. the ease of providing an on-line data base for the
company Management Information System.
The computer installation at Mount Isa has also
been used for research into the dynamic characteris
tics o%industrial grinding circuits! This work has been
carriecf out in co-operation with the research group at
the Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre. A
large part of this test work was carried out by the
author during a two month period from December,
1970 to February, 1971. The aim of this work was to
obtain a better understanding of the dynamic
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characteristics of multi-stage grinding circuits. This
knowledge will allow further refinement of the control
algorithms. It is expected that this research will pro
vide further marginal gains in grinding efficiency.
During this test work the computer carried out the
following tasks
1. data collection from up to twenty-four channels
including scaling and linearisation of input signals,
2. control of circuit ore and water additions,
3. generation of disturbance functions for dynamic
tests,
4. driving an XY plotter for continuous monitoring
of on-line data,
5. off-line analysis of plant data, e.g. non-linear least
squares calculations.
The on-line language BASIC was used for all pro
gramming during the test work. A practical advantage
of using the computer for this type of research is that
the machine can be pre-programmed to actuate dis
turbance functions at a certain time, as well as moni
toring variables in the plant. This enabled the author
to organise and carry out extensive plant sampling
surveys both before and during the pre-set disturbance.
The computer also maintained control of certain of the
circuit variables.
The most significant disadvantage of the system
was the slow rate at which data could be output on the
teleprinter. During tests where the system response
time was very small, the computer was limited largely
by the rate at which the collated information could be
output on the teleprinter. In some tests, less than the
desired amount of information could be obtained,
while in all test work it was necessary to carefully
time-share the processing and printing so that unbiased
data was obtained. Unfortunately, the relatively high
cost of fast input-output devices precludes their pur
chase unless substantially high utilisation can be
attained. In this installation the teleprinter was satis
factory for the main control applications.
Use of On-line Languages
The use of on-line languages such as\BASIC has
several advantages for carrying out research tests and
also for the development of control algorithms. The
main advantages are,
1. on-line debugging,
2. ease of implementing program alterations, and
3. less wear and large time saving from minimal use
of low-speed tape punch (no object, program).
/ For a machine with low speed input-output
peripherals these advantages are important. The time
saving is even more critical when the computer is
connected on-line to a plant, and where failure to re
cover from a programming error during development
tests can have detrimental effects.
The main disadvantage of on-line languages is the
greater core storage required to implement the higher
level language. However, this disadvantage is becoming
less critical as the cost of core memory for small
computers decreases.
Expansion of the PDP 8/1 Computer
The small PDP 8/1 computer in the Department of
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Mining and Metallurgy has been expanded to include
a second teletype, an additional 4K of memory, and a
32K disc. With this equipment the system is used in
two basic configurations.
1. As an 8K machine with a single teletype.
2. As a two user machine, each user having effectively
4K.
FOCAL language is used almost exclusively. As a
two user machine, the system is ideal for running small
tutorial classes in programming and process control
techniques. As an 8K machine, it is used for data
collection and control in the department’s pilot plant.
Conclusion
Development work on the automatic control of
mineral grinding circuits is now nearing completion.
In the next few years this work will be extended to
the control of the flotation process and it is expected
that significant financial gains will result.
In conclusion the following comments are presented
from a paper (Whiten, 1971) recently delivered to the
Institute of Instrumentation and Control.
1. Small control computers are now an economic
proposition for large grinding plants.
2. The economic gain is made by applying tech
niques not easily used in analogue control.
3. Only the measurement techniques proven in actual
operating plants can be expected to give trouble
free operation.
4. Some redundant instrumentation will be required
to ensure proper detection of abnormal conditions.
5. The technique that has been proven successful

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

is the use of a simple computer system and a
general purpose language. Process control lan
guages could prove unsuitable and large operating
systems may require a level of support that is not
available.
Maintenance of computer and instrumentation is
still a serious problem for most plants. Isolation
and unsuitable equipment are the main causes.
There is, and will continue to be, a shortage of
experienced metallurgists with the necessary skills
to develop and run these systems.
The factor limiting installation in medium scale
plants will be the availability of staff to develop,
operate, and maintain the complete control sys
tem.
The integration of measuring instruments with the
computer is becoming increasingly attractive.
At every stage the versatility of the control com
puter has been one of its most impressive features.
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Branch Notes
NEW SOUTH WALES
A Newcastle Sub-Branch
A Newcastle sub-branch has been formed to cater for ♦
those members of the society isolated from the main
body in Sydney. Office-bearers and committee mem
bers have been appointed and monthly meetings are
being planned. In addition, an overseas visitor, Pro
fessor B. A. Galler from the University of Michigan,
addressed the sub-branch in July.
Meetings
In August the second dinner meeting of the branch
was held at the North Sydney Leagues Club when a
panel discussed measuring the performance and progress
of systems analysts and programmers.

In September, another panel comprising members of
the Management Information Systems study group, out
lined the objectives and achievements of the MIS group.
Also this month, the annual feature meeting was held
when the general manager of the AMP Society, Mr.
K. W. Steel presented a paper entitled, “The individual
in a computerised society”.
Advertising
N.S.W. executive has decided to seek paid adver
tisements for the monthly newsletter in order to reduce
the cost of this publication and to provide a service to
members of the society. This policy has been success
ful: advertisements are now paying for approximately
half the total cost of publishing the Newsletter.

Books Received for Review
Application for Computer Technology for Development.
United Nations Publication.
First Steps in Basic FORTRAN, by L. J. Slater.
INFOTECH State of the Art Report—Real Time.
Basic Computer Studies, by P. J. Barker and W. T. Beveridge.
Computers—'Information Theory and Cybernetics,
by
Walter R. Fuchs.
Data Processing Systems Design, by H. D. Clifton.
Forum—Adjusting to Technological Change. Department of
Labour and National Service Publication, Employment
and Technology No. 12.
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Contemporary COBOL, by George Woolley.
Computer Aided Analysis and Design for Electrical Engineers,
by James Ley.
CODASYL COBOL Journal of Development, 1970.
Computers, Communications and the Public Interest, edited
by M. Greenberger.
Information, Computers, Machines & Man, by A. E. Karbowial and R. M. Huey.
*
Proceedings 1971 DECUS Conference, compiled by Digital
Equipment.
Decision Tables. ACS—Queensland Branch.
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Computing in the 70’s
By Frank Barr-David

The information explosion is putting new pressures on managers and quick access
to detailed business information is becoming essential for effective decision making.
The computer industry is responding constructively to this management problem.
Computer terminal systems can now link managers to bigger direct access mass data storage
facilities. But data base systems present programming problems beyond the resources of
most users. Generalised procedure packages developed by computing organizations for
specific industries will become increasingly important in this decade.
Simulation, or modelling on computer of problem situations allowing many alternative
solutions, is another technique the computing industry is perfecting to help managers in
rational decision making.

For some time now we have experienced an infor
higher levels where the most serious decisions need to
mation explosion of considerable proportions, usually
be made. What is wrong with this process?
referred to as the Information Revolution. Many would
First, it takes up too much time for each level to
call it “paper warfare”. We are aware of how much
process information and prepare the summary report.
it has increased over the past decade and I think that
If information takes too long to reach the decision
we are all in agreement that it is likely to continue
level, the problem can be serious. We all know that
increasing dramatically over the next decade.
information is the most perishable of all commodities.
This information revolution impacts management’s
By this I mean that an element of information which
ability to make considered judgments. To make a
may have been useful yesterday very often is of no
decision on an important point, we now need, more
use to us today.
than ever before, all the information possible to make
Secondly, the information is very often out of phase.
an effective, well considered decision.
The different summarising departments process their
Throughout the world, managers are looking to com
information at different rates, and at the top we often
puters to make this possible. I aim to outline some of
compare reports of several departments, prepared on a
the steps the computer industry is taking to help them.
basis of different original data. The most simple ex
In addition I propose to discuss modeling or simula
ample is probably where a sales department reports
tion, which enables a manager to see the outcome of a
quite a large sale, whereas the production department
decision before becoming irretrievably committed to it.
has not yet reported the costs associated with that sale,
We are already using computers to simulate real life
so that at a summary level, we have a distorted picture
situations and I believe the technique will become in
of profitability.
creasingly widespread during the next decade.
Another problem of course, is that the process of
Take a typical information flow throughout an
summarisation can cloud an issue. Significant individual
organization, and separate the information into two
issues can cancel each other out in the process of contypes: the formal and the informal.
.-solidation, reflecting a no-problem status, whereas, in
How are business organizations usually geared to i fact, management action should be taken on each of
handle the collection and dissemination of formal infor
the separate circumstances. Personalities can enter into
the issue as well, and one line of management can
mation? This information can be an order, remittance
or bank statement: in other words, information neces
place emphasis on some pieces of information to the
sary to sustain company transactions arifi to provide
detriment of other items which may have been of more
interest qr value to higher levels of management. To
legal requirements for financial reporting. Such infor
mation usually enters an organization at a fairly low
top it all, we have a considerable duplication of cleri
cal effort in preparing initial classifications, in process
level, elements of the information are separated and
ing, and with the summarisations.
processed by different departments. Sometimes, the
How is informal data handled? A marketing manager
information going to different departments overlaps.
For instance, a customer name or a customer number.
sees an advertisement for a competitor’s new product.
These departments then process the information accord
To whom does he pass on this data? Does he tell every
body who should know about it? Does he in fact tell
ing jto a set of pre-defined rules or procedures and
anybody, or does he merely forget about-it in the pres
produce summaries, which are again usually of a pre
defined format, for the next line of management. And
sure of his everyday business? Or take the ad hoc
so, up the management structure, the information is
enquiry. Let us define “ad hoc” to mean a request for
processed and summarised, and finally emerges at the*
information, the basic elements of which probably
* Director of Marketing, Data Processing Division, IBM Australia Limited. Manuscript received July 1971. This paper was
read at the Computer Conference held in conjunction with the 1971 IECCC Exhibition, Melbourne, March 29-April 2. It is
reproduced here because it is felt it deserves a wider distribution (Editor).
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STATUS OF ORDER AS OF 14/9
DEPARTMENT

Y73h
Y007
Yo97
9242
M819
R724

A
A
A
D
F
F
FINAL ASSY
SHIPPING

MANAGER
JENKS
JENKS
JENKS
CASWELL
MORGAN
MORGAN
DITMARS
AUDREY

ORIGINAL
SCHEDULE
14/9
12/9
12/9
15/9
14/9
15/9
17/9
23/9

exist within the organization but for which no routine
reporting procedure has been established. How often
have we thought: “I’d like to get my hands on that
information, but it’s probably spread out all over the
place, it’s going to throw everybody out of gear to get
it for me, and by the time I get it it will probably be
useless anyway. Why can’t I have a centralised infor
mation source?” — So we turn to computers to help us.
Traditionally, the computer approach probably does
not vary appreciably from the manual procedures just
outlined. The basic data must be separated and sent to
the various action departments, the summary informa
tion processed mechanically, and so on up the manage
ment structure. It reaches the top quicker, say days
instead of weeks; it has involved less clerical effort;
and it probably eliminates most clerical inaccuracies
we might normally expect. If exception reporting is
available significant individual base items can be trans
mitted, along with the consolidation reports. But the
information can be still out of phase. It is still diffi
cult to handle that ad hoc inquiry, and we have not
really made any provision for the handling of the
informal data.
Let us now examine a solution for the 70’s — call
it a “data base/data communication system”. It will
have the following features:
— The basic source data will be entered directly into*
a very large central storage device. Currently a
single such device might hold 100 million char
acters.
— The data is stored in such a way that it is almost
immediately retrievable. To accomplish this re
trieval, we need to know precisely where the data
is. This technique is necessary to satisfy queries
quickly by circumventing the need to search
through the entire bank of data to select the
item or items required.
— Once the data is stored, a computer program will
edit and verify it, and automatically distribute
the relevant portions to the various departments
for action, just like a teleprinter operation.
— At the same time summary and highlight reports
will be prepared automatically and communicated
in the same manner to management.
— The appropriate computer programs will be re
sponsible for locating exactly where each piece of
data is kept and for inter-relating them so that
reports of a cross-functional nature, that is, sum
marising across functional lines, will be quite
simple to process.
This approach gives us:—
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971

REOUI RED
500
1500
3500

oo

NAME

Ut

COMPONENT

TABLE 1
NUMBER OF UNITS

1000
500
500
500

COMPLETED
500
250
3500
500
850
500
0
0

COMPLETION
STATUS
100%
17%
100%
100%
85%
J.UU %
0%
0%

1. Central location information accessible from re
mote locations.
2. Information retrieval response rates of the order
of seconds.
3. The certainty that the various data groupings are
now in phase.
4. The ability to handle those ad hoc inquiries we
defined earlier.
Consider the ad hoc inquiry. For example, “How is
that big order 1327 progressing?” A difficult question
because the data required to answer it, would be spread
across several performing departments, all in different
stages of completion and different phases of report
cycle. The report Table 1 can be obtained within
minutes of posing the question if we use the process I
have outlined.
Let’s pose some other questions which can be
answered by this procedure in a matter of minutes.
“Competition is going after our New South Wales
distributor and I have to fly up there tonight. How
have their sales and commissions on each of our lines
been going compared to last year and compared to
other distributors?” (Table 2) or “Bill Jennings should
be about due for a raise. How’s his current sales per
formance?” (Table 3) or “We need a bright experienced
fellow to assist Mr. Carlton in setting up and running
our new ventures committee. Come up with a slate of
several qualified candidates for Mr. Carlton to meet.”
(Table 4).
Many questions of this nature can be asked, and
answered by computer. The need for fast, accurate
answers will increase significantly over the next decade.
We should plan for the need now. What special con
siderations should these plans involve?
The underlying principles are not all that revolu
tionary. Let us take a business that is very small ■—
a one man enterprise. He knows where he keeps his
data and can get to it quickly when he needs it. He
knows what data he wants to keep and how to keep
it. When a formal information element comes into his
business, he automatically breaks it down into its
functional components, because he is at the same time
performing the role of each of these functional com
ponents. We have an ideal information gathering and
processing system. As his organization grows his ability
to handle all these functions diminishes very quickly
as does his direct control.
The system I have outlined allows a return to the
earlier ideal situation, but it also requires an in-depth
analysis of the information needs of the organization
and its departments.
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PACIFIC DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
SALES AND COMMISSIONS PERFORMANCE
YEAR TO DATE
PRODUCT LINE
COMPRESSORS
PUMPS
VALVES
GAUGES
TANKS
TOTALS

SALES

TABLE 2
%

COMM

395u7
47314
7102
15111
y623

INCOME

INCOME

INCREASE VS SAME PERIOD - 1969

THIS DISTRIBUTOR

22%
6%

3951
9463

ALL
DISTRIBS

10%

10%

16%

13%

14205

7%

Q«j

7%

226?

-1%

22%

15%

2406

182579

ALL WEST COAST
DISTRIBS

7%

322S2

10%

8%

15%

11%

SALES PERFORMANCE

TABLE 3

SALESMAN NAME

SERIAL
NUMBER

JENNINGS,W.A.

21736

OFFICE
150

YTD
QUOTA

YTD
PERFORMANCE

YTD
SALES
$73185

$55000

133%

CANDIDATES RESULTING FROM SEARCH

TABLE 4

EMPLOYEE NAME

TITLE

DEPT

KAPP, U.T.
FOLEY, D.P.
GARSON, P.W.

MKT. RESEARCH MGR.
MARKETING MGR.
INDUS REL MGR.

517
317

WHITE,

ASST PLANT MGR.
SUPV PATENT DEPT.

FINNEY,

d.l.

A.S.

ARCHER, d.X.
COOMBS, R.B.

SALARY

PREV.

10
10

$ 9,000

MARKET ANALYST
PRODUCT MGR.

211)

9
6

8,000
7,000

639
522

7

11, 000

ADVERTISING MGR.

7

7,000

PRODUCT MGR.

521

6

5, 000

520

Let us examine what the manager needs to satisfy
both the every day operational reporting requirements
and also the important but less defineable ad hoc or
executive situations. Having determined what infor
mation or data is wanted we then need to analyse our
ability to capture that data, as distinct from processing
it. Available techniques include, magnetic ink recog
nition and the mechanical ability to read handwriting.
A meter reader can punch readings directly into cards
■with a needle type device rather than writing the data.
The cards are immediately machine readable. Or, he
might score small columns with a lead pencil in much
the same way as students now often select answers
to examination questions; or, in the not too distant
future, the data could be read directly into a machine
equipped with voice recognition. Ib is obviously im
portant to study alternative data capture modes, be
cause data capture determines first the feasibility, and
second the economic justification of an information
retrieval system. We also need to consider where
terminal facilities ought to be located to service mana
gerial requirements and data entry locations.
Data processing requirements include the on-line
storage facility, the computing facility and most im
portantly, the programs which are, in this case, rela
tively complex. The software needs to know where to
put elements of data; how to relocate them; when to
call in Various processing programs to process the infor
mation's and what programs they should be.
The program must identify the terminal, the user
and the piece of information required to establish
whether that combination is acceptable to security
options nominated by management. The program will
also need to file data elements and queries into queues
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YRS W/CO

12,000

TITLE

PROJECT COORD.
PRODUCT MGR.
PRODUCT MGR.
ASST SALES MGR,
ASST PROD MGR.

until they can be processed. This is particularly neces
sary during periods of peak activity. Most importantly,
the computer program must maintain a transaction
audit trail, a check-pointing facility, and a recovery
procedure to enable satisfactory and quick recovery
from any unforseen mechanical or electrical failures.
The program should also maintain statistical records to
allow analysis of system response. The development of
these programs is probably beyond the reach of most
small, medium and even large organizations. The com
puter industry has ideh'tified this problem and has begun
to develop program packages that offer these facilities
in a generalised form.
),
Let us turn now to simulation and how it is already
being used to help complex business decisions which
may involve heavy financial commitments. For example
let us look at a mining facility. We know roughly
the amount of ore we have at our disposal, the speed
at which \ye can recover it and the time demand of
the market place. Let’s establish the size of facilities
"we require to take the ore from the mine, store it,
transfer it to a docking facility, store it again,
transfer it to the ship and then finally remove it from
the harbour. What size rail trucks do we need? How
many rail lines do we require? What storage conveyor
systems do we need? What storage holding bins do we
need? What capacity loading and unloading facilities
should we use? How should the operation be timed
to accommodate the various tidal restrictions of the
harbour? What hours should be worked? Should
there be one shift, two or three shifts? If there’s one
shift, should we have quite a lot of overtime? When
one looks at all the permutations and combinations
of possible solutions, the manual process of running
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971
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through them all and extracting the best is well nigh
impossible. The ultimate decisions can perhaps be de
scribed as educated guesswork. Computers can help
enormously in rationalising the process and many in
stances are on record of how the use of the tool has
enabled savings in the order of millions of dollars on
individual mining locations. What we do in effect, is to
create a model, and work it for a while to see how it
runs. The model is not physical — no train tracks
or cranes or ships — but we can represent their per
formance in the computer and simulate in a matter of
minutes, the operation of the entire mining facility over
a complete year. Then we merely select the solution
which gets the job done with minimum costs by way of
docking and railing facilities and with minimum ship
ping delays and temporary storage requirements.
The same applies for any production process: looking
at orders, breaking them down into their component
pieces, ordering the raw materials, processing the raw
materials through the plant, and producing the finished
goods on time to meet customer requirements. This
is a very complex scheduling problem. On top of this
we need to know when bottle-necks occur, how to
go around them. Do we work overtime? Do we
need a machine of greater capacity? If we acquire
this machine, will the bottle-neck merely occur in an
other location? Do we duplicate machines? Having
come up with a solution, how long is that solution
likely to be valid? These are all questions that could
be answered if we had models of our process so that
we could “try it and see” before making a decision
to which we are irretrievably committed. This is
simulation.
Let us now look at economic simulation. Take a
real estate developer. He is offered a short term option
on a block of land at a certain price. Should he take
up the option? If he does, what sort of development

should he consider — office blocks, home units, resale
after twelve to eighteen months, shopping centre, multi
storey car-park? Each of these possibilities presents a
wide variety of alternatives: How many storeys should
he build? What are the council zoning restrictions?
What are the council requirements on alloting car
space facilities? How many lifts should be operating?
What should the lift speeds and capacities be? On top
of all this, he must investigate the various methods of
raising finance and of achieving a cash income flow
by either direct selling or rental or leasing arrange
ments. The developer should, at least, have approxi
mate answers to these and similar questions before
deciding whether or not to take up the option. It
would help him also to see the effect of the finance
commitments needed to take up the option, existing
financial commitments, planned and actual, relating
to other development opportunities, and how they all
relate with expected capital returns from present and
planned developments.
A recent user of this application claims he justified
his computing facility for a whole year while the com
puter took twenty minutes to analyse the problem. The
analysis was done while the negotiating parties were
sitting in conference. A slower process could have
caused a lost opportunity and a lack of the analysis
would have multiplied the risk to an unacceptable
proportion.
Consider another example of a similar application.
The stock feed merchant knows sources and costs of his
raw materials, and what vitamins, fats, and other
constituents they contain. He has a list of orders and
knows his product range, its prices, and the percentage
composition of the required vitamins and fats. His
problem? How to order his raw materials for minimum
cost while ensuring the nutritional composition required.
A technique called linear programming will accept a

QUANTITIES OF RAW MATERIALS
CONSTRAINT
MN MET ENERGY
HN PRD ENERGY
MN FAT
MX FIBER
MN PROTEIN
MN CALCIUM
MX CALCIUM
MN PHOSPHORUS
MX''PHOSPHORUS
MN ARGININE
MN GLYCINE
MN LYSINE
MN METHIONINE
MN METH, 6 CYSTINE
MN TRYPTOPHANE
MN XANTHOPHYLL
MX BARLEY, MILO
MX CORN DIST SOL
MX CORN GLUTEN
MX CRAB MEAL
MX FISH MEAL
MX POULTRY MEAL
MX STAB FAT
SALT, PREMIXES

TABLE 5
SLACK

AMOUNT
14.00CAL/LB
1000.CAL/LB
6.00%
5.00%
22.00%
1.00%
1.10%
.45%
.60%
1.20%
.81)%
1.10%
.50%
. 85%
.22%
6.3MG/LB
15.00%
5.00%
5.00%
5.00%
7.50%
7.50%
8.00%
.60%

.0
29.
0
1.80
0
.10
0
0
.15
.12
.31)
0
.0033
0
.003
0
0
5.00
2.37
5.00
7.50
0
5.00
0

UNIT
COST"
.49

MINI MUM
VALUE

1366.

1417.

1030.

0
87.29
0
22.1)2
0
63.32
21)1).93
0
0
0
58.48
0
2066.62
0
3.90
6.08
0
0
0
0
3.25
‘ 0
541.62

MAXIMUM
VALUE

5.256
3.186
21.337
1.000
. 404!
.450'

1.084

10.430
22.155
1.100
1.550
.494
1.316
1.185
1.149

.502
.848
4.476
6.555
0
2.634
0
0
0
2.486
0

2.019
.223
8.358
23.788

8.551
1.849 1

CENTS PER TON PER UNIT 'OF RESTRICTION
SPECIFICATION COSTS WEEK ONE
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RESERVE INGREDIENT BUY GUIDE
DECEMBER
FEED INGREDIENTS
NOT IN FORMULA
BARLEY
CORN DISTILLERS SOL
CRAB MEAL
DICALCIUM PHOSPHATE
FISH MEAL MENHADEN
WHEY

TABLE 6
PRICE
PER
TON

63.00
75.00
54.00

72.00
125.00
125.00

PENALTY
COST

HIGHEST
FEASIBLE
PRICE

18.05
1.66
• 98
11.00
.15
71.33

44.95
73.34
53.02
61.00
124.85
53.67

RESERVE INGREDIENT BUY GUIDE

□ Languages for communication with the computer
which are user oriented. That is to say, the user
communicates to the computer in a language which
suits him and his problem without the need for an
intervening programmer.
□ Application packages which allow users to develop
programs merely by checking off a series of ques
tionnaires.
□ On-line programming; here the programmer may
become up to ten times more productive by inter
actively developing his program logic with the
computer. He sees the result of his logic imme
diately he proposes it, and can make his amend
ment on the spot.
□ General purpose simulation programs. They allow
a system analyst to flow chart an operational system
which then very readily becomes the basis for the
computer model.
□ Education of two kinds: firstly, management educa
tion, which brings to management the various appli
cation possibilities that a computer can provide.
Secondly, the detailed training required for pro
grammers and analysts.
□ Top level, leading edge application development.
The Systems Development Institute in Canberra
illustrates the point. At the SDI we have an
advanced computing facility staffed with highly
competent professionals. We are drawing on indus
try, government, universities' and our own people
and engaging in leading edge studies and applica
tions of national interest.
For example, one project now under way is investi-

mathematical model of this problem and present a
listing of what raw materials should be ordered and in
what quantities. (Table 5) Even more importantly,
this technique tells the stock feed manufacturer to what
level prices of those raw materials, that have not been
included in the order list, should be reduced before
they can become part of the list. (Table 6) It will
also tell the stock feed manufacturer the unit price
increases incurred when a customer wishes his feed to
have higher than normal amounts of selected nutritional
components. (Table 7)
We have talked about some applications which assist
the manager in his role as a decision maker. We have
mentioned that it is probably impossible for most
organizations to develop, on their own, the computer
programs. Neither the cost of implementation nor the
commitment of computer analysts and programmers
will be justified for most organizations. The changing
nature of a company’s information requirements poses
an additional problem. The information survey con
ducted now will produce different results to one con
ducted next year. Therefore, the information processing
system needs to be flexible to allow easy modification,
particularly the addition of new data elements to the
information file.
The computer industry is aware of these problems
and, I think we can say with confidence that we have
them well in hand. As mentioned previously, manu
facturers and software houses are developing generalised
programs to provide the functions I have talked about.
Developed for use by many users, they are available to
them at reasonable cost. For instance, we are working
on:—
LEAST-COST BROILER RATION
DECEMBER

TABLE 7

FEED INGREDIENTS
IN THE FORMULA

PRICE
PER /
TON

PERCENT
USED IN
FORMULA

ALFALFA MEAL
CORN MEAL
CORN GLUTEN MEAL
LIMESTONE
MEATSCRAPS
MI LO
METHIONINE
i
OATS
POULTRY MEAL
SOYBEAN MEAL
STABALIZED FAT
SALT VITAMIN MINERAL

61.00
54.00
86.00
9.00
88.00
46.00
2100.00
52.00
103.00
84.00

1.39
43.51
2.63
1.17
3.99

138.00
575.00

15.00
.15
4.68
7.50
16.79
2.49
.68

PRICE RANGES TO
KEEP FORMULA
LEAST- COST

58.68
51.96
85.78

2.89
79.80
:: jcj:
1843.75
51.88

82.55
106.00

61.53
54.16
87.09
12.13
88.22
52V-08
2110.78
53.51
106.25
84.14
141.05
575.00

FORMULA COST PER TON 71.87
LEAST-COST BROILER RATION
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gating the central storage of mapping and charting
details needed for essential service locations such
as water mains, gas mains, sewerage channels and
telephone lines, for public utilities. The basic idea is
to make the information and plans put together by
one utility available to the other utilities when draw
ing up essential plans. It will also investigate the
feasibility of using computer directed plotting. An
other project is investigating the interactive updating
of weather-chart information. Still another employs
the data base approach to monitor education re
search activity throughout the Commonwealth and
overseas. SDI is also studying the feasibility of
using computer assisted instruction as a tool for
remedial education of slow learners.
□ Generalised data and communications handling
programs which will handle all the housework
activities of a data base data communications sys
tem, leaving it to the user to provide the programs
for specialised data processing routines. Consider
ably greater emphasis will be placed on the develop
ment of teleprocessing systems to allow interactive
program development, and the ability for remote
locations to access a central computer as if it were
not remote.
□ Industry oriented applications. We will continue to

see development of generalised programs designed to
satisfy the information handling and processing re
quirements peculiar to a particular industry. My
company alone has developed a range of programs
to satisfy the particular requirements of the manu
facturing, distribution, mining and many other
industries. Worldwide, the airlines reservation appli
cation is almost completely handled by such a
package. These programs are developed in asso
ciation with the industries concerned and have re
sulted in successful implementation and consider
able benefits over a wide sampling of the community.
More work of this kind is needed so that problems
peculiar to any industry can be handled in asso
ciation with the computing industry.
It appears, therefore, that in the 70’s the accent is
on the use of the computer in assisting the manager to
do his job more effectively in his role as the decision
maker. It is up to the manager to approach the prob
lem with an open mind, to be inventive and to become
involved in the planning of what the computer should
be doing for him. We need to be creative in determin
ing what we would like to see as an ultimate solution.
Management’s role does not end in the identification
of the applications, nor in the usage of them, but, more
importantly, is in the continuing evaluation of their
effectiveness and in striving to improve them.

Book Review
Infotech, State of the Art Report—Giant Computers. Price
, £40. pp. iv. + 552.
This volume is a well presented report on the present state
of the design of giant computers and matters associated with
them. It is of course a difficult matter to say precisely what
constitutes a giant computer system, but pt is generally con
ceded that a contemporary giant is one in which speed and
facilities, or computing power, are well ahead of the present
run-of-the-mill systems generally conceded to be of the large
range. This of course includes single processors, multiple
processor systems and networks of computers of either similar
or disparate systems. There is of course, much reference to
STAR and ILLIAC IV.
The body of the report consists essentially of two sections.
The first is in the form of a discussion of matters such as
applications, design, storage, large systems software and so
on. The actual material - of this section has been skilfully
selected from the second part of the body of the report
which consists of a set of proceedings with invited papers by
well known members of the computing profession. The papers
seem to have been presented at a “Study of the Art” conference
at some date unspecified.
The main body of the report, the proceedings and invited
papers, cover a wide range of matters associated with
“giantism” from the technology of large systems and computer
networks, to the effects of giant computers on society, virtual
storage and memory technology, the production of large scale
software systems, micro-programming and mass information
utilities. The main body is followed by a useful bibliography
on aspects of the development of application of giant com
puter systems.
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There is no doubt that the giant systems still continue to
increase in size and technology promises a considerable reduc
tion in cost per instruction. However, we are approaching the
situation where further increases will be hampered by avail
able technologies, although radical changes of system design
will provide some improvements in single giant processors.
We will inevitably have, in due course, to go to parallel
processing and this implies not only the use of multi-process
ing designs at one or more centres, but the connection of a
number of different centres into a network of improved
production capability using modem methods of communica
tion between units of the network. There will inevitably be
some early problems to be met in such circumstances. One of
the advantages of a network will not only be the develop
ment of the mass information utility but more processing
facilities will be directly available tb the user and processing
economy will be optimised by jbbs being routed to that
node of the network which is most suitable for the particular
type of job concerned.
However, although we can see our way to the development
of better hardware and organisations to make up a giant
information system, we cannot yet clearly see any break
through in improving and rapidly manufacturing the massive
software needed for giant systems of the future. Although
hardware may be seen to become cheaper, the future state
of software seems bleak and its cost will continue to rise.
For those concerned with many facets of the design and
application of giant systems, this book is to be highly recom
mended, but it does not give details on design of forthcoming
and envisaged systems and the designer may feel dissatisfied
on reading it.
i
T. PEARCEY
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Improving Transient Response Calculations
By

A. Cantoni*

In the design of systems by classical techniques it is often necessary to evaluate the transient response
corresponding to a given frequency response. A method of calculation is described which gives improved
accuracy over other methods due to the use of optimal curve fitting to obtain a continuous piecewise
linear approximation to the frequency response. The improved accuracy is achieved with only a small
increase in computing time and program complexity.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the engineering design of systems it is often necessary
to evaluate the transient response corresponding to a
given frequency response. The frequency response may
be available as noise contaminated data or as a result of
a theoretical design it may be known in a closed form
expression.
A number of computational techniques for simplifying
the correlation between frequency and time domain have
been suggested (ref. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). The simplification is
usually achieved by approximating the frequency response
with functions whose inverse Fourier transform is easily
evaluated.
The use of a continuous piecewise linear approximation
over a finite frequency interval is well known. However,
the criterion for selecting the piecewise linear approxi
mation is often ill-defined or taken as ease of
programming. Intuitively, one expects that the criterion
should involve some measure of the ‘goodness of fit’ of
the approximation to the frequency response. In this
paper, the integral of the error squared is selected as a
measure of ‘goodness of fit’ and the minimization of this
performance index is thus the criterion for selecting the
piecewise linear approximation.
The above method of selecting the piecewise linear
approximation over the low frequency interval used in
conjunction with an asymptotic approximation at high
frequencies as proposed in ref. 5, gives improved accuracy
over the other methods. Improved accuracy is obtained
even when the frequency response is contaminated with
additive gaussian noise. The method of determining the
continuous piecewise linear approximation can easily be
programmed on a digital computer and requires only a
small amount of processing time.
2. TRANSIENT RESPONSE FROM TRANSFER
FUNCTION
The transient response of a system usually refers to
either the impulse or step response of the system. The
relationship between the transfer function of a linear,
lumped, time invariant system and its impulse response
is well known as
«
h(t) =
(j)c H{s) exp (st) ds
•••(!)
where H{s) is the system transfer function, h(t') is its
impulse response and C a contour of integration which

must pass to the right of all the singularities*of H(s). If
H(s) has no singularities in the right half of the complex
s plane and
Limit R.H{R exp (j0)) = 0 for — < 0 < ^
R -> oo
then the jui axis can be used as the contour C, yielding the
Fourier transform integral
oo
H(joS) exp (joit) doi
.(2)
m
2n
-oo
It can be shown (Guillemin, 1963) that the impulse
response is also given by
oo
Re [H(jai)\ cos oit doi
... (3)
m
and
co
h{t)

Im [H{joi)} sin oit doi
... (4)
0
Similarly, the step response u{t) can be expressed as
2 °° Re [-fl<»]sin oit doi
u{t)
•(5)
CO
0
and
oo' Im [H(joi)] cos oit doi
u{t)
...(6)
0
The above equations for h(t) and u{t) are valid for t > 0.
For t < 0,h{t) — 0 and u{t) = 0. Either 3 or 4 and 5 or
6 can be used to evaluate the impulse and step response
respectively.
To simplify the evaluation of the selected Fourier
integral, the real or imaginary part is approximated by
simple functions usually over two regions of the infinite
interval of integration [0, oo]. (Konwerski, 1970.)
Let i/i(co) be a simple function which is a ‘good’
approximation to Re [Hijoj] over some interval [0, oi0]
and joi) be a simple approximation to Re [Hijoi)] for
oi > oic. Then an approximation to h(t') is given by the
function g(t) where
g(t) = ha{t) + IhiO,
%■
• • .(7)
and the functions ha{t) and hb(t) are given by
Coi.
!ji{oi) COS oit doi
..(8)
hjt)
0
and

* Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Western Australia, Nedlands WA 6009. Manuscript received May 1971, in revised form
July 1971.
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'oo
£(a>) COS

J

ait

dot).

...(9)

The functions
and '((oj) are sufficiently simple if the
integrals for h?(t) and hb(t) can be easily evaluated.
Furthermore, it is desirable that the integrals be
expressible in a form amenable to evaluation on a digital
computer.
3. MODE APPROXIMATION OF Re [//<»]
(a) Asymptotic Approximation; £(o>)
If H(jai) is assumed to be a rational function, it follows
that Re [H(jcJ)] is a ratio of polynomials in to2. The high
frequency variation of Re [H(jai)] is governed by the
highest order terms in the numerator and denominator.
Thus at high frequencies, Re [H(Jai)] approximates to an
even inverse power of frequency, assuming that the
denominator of Re [H(jw)] is of higher order than the
numerator (a not unduly restrictive assumption). Hence,
as proposed by Konwerski (1970), in the asymptotic
region, Re [H(Jw)] is approximated by
/ \M
£(") = Ac
; co > Wc
...(10)
where Ac is the magnitude of Re [H(ja>)] at aic, and aic is
the lowest frequency at which the real part approaches
the asymptotic behaviour of equation 10 within a
predetermined tolerance.
It can be shown that M is related to the excess of the
poles over the zeroes of the transfer function H(s) as
follows:
M = (p — z), if (p — z) is even
or
M = (p — z + 1), if (p — z) is odd.
Where p is the number of poles and z the number of
zeros in the transfer function H(s). The value of M can be
easily determined by plotting Re [H(Jw)] on a logarithmic
frequency scale and choosing an even integer M that
yields the best asymptote to the plot over high frequencies.
(b) Piecewise linear approximation; >p(ai)
The major contribution of this paper is the mode of.
approximation over the intermediate interval [0, op]. That
is, the method of selecting the function >/<(oj). A continuous
piecewise linear approximation t/i(co), (see fig. 1), is
determined such that the integral squared error over the
interval [0, oic] is minimized. A detailed discussion of
optimal curve fitting with piecewise linear functions can
be found in Cantoni (1971a), and Cantoni (1971b).
Others have utilized piecewise linear functions as the
mode of approximation but have rarely defined a criterion
for selecting the approximation save that it render a
solution which can be easily programmed. The method of
approximation proposed can be easily programmed on a
digital computer, requires only a small amount of
computing time, and gives improved accuracy over other
methods.
4. AN OPTIMAL CONTINUOUS PIECEWISE
LINEAR APPROXIMATION
Let 7](ai) be a real valued square integrable function
over some interval [0, toc], Methods have been developed,
Cantoni (1971a), and Cantoni (1971b), for determining
a continuous piecewise linear approximation </>(w), see
fig. 1, composed of N segments such that the perfor
mance index given by
The Australian -Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971

Fig. 1. A continuous piecewise linear approximation to Re \H(joi)].

PI =

6(ai)(r,(co) — i/i(co))2 dai,
...(11)
0
is minimized. Where 0(to) is"a positive weighting function.
In the present application the weighting function is
defined by
0(co) = 1 for 0 < a) < toc
..-(12)
and the function to be approximated is Re [H(jw)], thus
7](ai) = Re [H(Jai)] for 0 ^ to
aic . .(13)
The continuous linear approximation is completely
specified by the location of the (77+1) breakpoints and
the (77+1) values of >/<(+ at the breakpoints. Let [+]
denote an (N x 1) column matrix whose elements are

W]i+1 = 'Am = ‘A(a*)

• • -(14)

for / = 1, 2, ..., 77—1, and
Mi = 0i=W>)
...(15)
Furthermore, let the breakpoints be equally spaced over
the interval [0, toc]. Then the location of the breakpoints
is given by
t»i = ^ for / = 0, 1, 2, ..., 77 -1. .. .(16)
The piecewise linear approximation is also subject to the
constraint
»
<a(wc) = j;
...(i7)
Thus the only parameters to be determined are the
elements of the matrix [^].
The method for determining an optimal continuous
piecewise linear approximation subject to the constraints
defined above is described in detail in Cantoni (1971a).
Briefly, the matrix [<ji] is given by the unique solution of a
linear matrix equation of the form
[A]m = [B]
...(18)
where A is an (N x 77) triagonal matrix of constants, and
B is an (N x 1) column matrix whose elements depend on
the function to be approximated. Both matrices are
defined in Appendix 2.
*
5. EVALUATION OF ha(t) and hb(t)
As expressed by equation 7, the approximations
and £(w) contribute two additive components /?„(/) and
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hb{t) respectively to the calculated impulse response g(t).
To derive expressions for /;„(/) and hb(t), it is necessary to
substitute for the selected function ip(w) and l(cd) in
equations 8 and 9 respectively.
(a) Evaluation of ha(t)
Since >!>(oj) is a continuous piecewise linear function
then over each interval it is defined by an equation of the
form,
K") =
+ ..-..-77 (0m - &)
-..(19)
tOiJ
for oj,- < co < we+1 and / = 0, 1, 2, ..N — 1. Where
il>i and coi are defined by equations 14, 15, 16 and 17.
For simplicity it is advantageous to introduce a
normalised time variable defined by
a = cott
.. .(20)
Substitution of equation 19 into equation 8 and evaluation
of the integral yields the following expression for the
contribution ha(t) in terms of the normalised time a:
h (r,\ 1-cos cc)

ACCEPT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
DESCRIPTION AND SET-UP
THE REQUIRED REAL PART
AS A FUNCTION FREQ (w).

DISPLAY FREQ (w) vs LO ON
LOG-LOG

CO-ORDINATES

ACCEPT VIA LIGHT PEN TWO
POINTS IN THE HIGH FREQUENCY
REGION TO ENABLE INDEX FOR
ASYMPTOTIC REGION TO BE
CALCULATED

ACCEPT VIA LIGHT FEN TRUNCATION
FREQUENCY toc & COEFFICIENT Ac

ACCEPT FROM TELETYPE N THE
NUMBER OF STRAIGHT LINE
SEGMENTS'TO BE USED IN THE
INTERMEDIATE REGION

N~ 2

‘/'I + 2 2

cos (ay) + </-,v cos ((IV

j=i

2 CO,

sin ((N — l)a)

sin a
r

l)oc)
...(21)

(b) Evaluation of h t(t)
An expression for the contribution hb(t) is obtained by
substituting equation 10 for £(co) into equation 9. This
yields the integral:

2

CALCULATE & DISPLAY
IMPULSE RESPONSE

cc

l(co) COS cot do)
...(22)
V
Converting from real time t to normalised time a,
equation 22 becomes:
2 OO
hb(a)
£(co) cos
dco ...(23)
m

APPROXIMATE FREQ ((d) OVER THE
INTERVAL C0,W.] BY N SEGMENT
WITH OPTIMAL CURVE FITTING
SUBPROGRAM

77

ALTER

ALTER

77

Integration by parts of expression 23 yields the following
recursive formula:
2
/b(a),u = —i/'v"c
cos {{N - l)a)
(N - l)a.. sin ((IV - Qa)
(M - 1)
(M — 1 )(M - 2)
J
((N - l)a)2
...(24)
(M - 1 )(M - 2) 61
with the initial condition
2
’

___

cos ((N- l)a) - a(N - 1)

1

1

i*N<Oc

t/5

W»c)s = —
77

...(25
where

Si (x) =

x sinz
0 ~

...(26)

Some details of approximations employed to facilitate the
computation of A6(a)2 are included in Appendix 1.
Once the elements of the matrix [</<], (see eq. 14 and 15),
are obtained by solving eq. 18, the equations for
calculating the impulse response g(t) are identical to
those described by Konwerski (1970). Thus the only
increase in computing time is that required to set up the
158
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Fig. 2. Computer program flow diagram for calculating g(t).

matrices [A] and [i?] and solve equation 18. As described
in detail in Cantoni (1971a), the program required to
calculate [*/r] is not large or complex.
6. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Fig, 2 is a flow diagram of the steps executed by a
program for calculating the impulse response correspond
ing to a given frequency response by the technique
described in the preceding sections. The program is
predominantly in MACRO, the assembly language for a
Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-6 time-shared digital
computer.
The program accepts the frequency response as
m~W)
"<27)
where P(s) and Q(s) are polynomials in s. However, it
can easily be altered to accept the frequency response as
experimental data, say magnitude and phase response.
The light pen is used to enter the value of coc, Ac and the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971
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• METHOD
O METHOD
cr=-01

• METHOD 1
o METHOD 2
cr= 0

1
2

NUMBER OF SEGMENTS

Fig. 3.

versus N for H(s) —

s2 + 4s + 104

and a — .01.

asymptotic index M. The Re [H(Joi)] is displayed on a
logarithmic scale and then the program user is requested
to point the light pen at three points on the high frequency
region. These points are used to determine a value for M.
The asymptote is then displayed and the user is requested
to point the light pen at the point on the plot which is
within the required tolerance from the asymptote. This
point gives the value of <oc and Ac.
The computation time required to calculate the impulse
response by two methods has been investigated.

NUMBER OF SEGMENTS

Fig. 4. pi versus N for H(s) =

s2 + 4s + 104

and a = 0.

computation time for evaluating a point on g{t) is
identical for methods 1 and 2. Hence for comparison
purposes the computation time to be used for method 2 is
really:
T2 — .36 X L x Nmilliseconds,
.. .(31)
and 2 X N x / is considered effectively as a capital cost.
The accuracy attainable by methods 1 and 2 was also
investigated. The criteria selected to give a measure of
accuracy were
...(32)

{hit) - g(t))2 dt,
Method 1.
This method which has been proposed by Konwerski
(1970), employs the same approximation function for 'C(oj)
but utilises a piecewise linear approximation >/>(cu) whose
segments start and terminate orVRe [H(Jco)].
Method 2.
This method which has been discussed in preceding
sections employs an optimal continuous piecewise linear
approximation for
and the same asymptotic approxi
mation for 'C(oj) that is used in method 1.
The algorithm for calculating the optimal continuous
piecewise linear approximation used in method 2 requires
that I, the number of integration steps per segment, be
specified. Thus it was assumed that if D data points for
Re [H(jco)] were known then the number of integration
steps was selected as

0

and
p2 = max
\h{t) — g(0|• • -(33)
0 < t <T
Where h{t) is the true impulse response corresponding to
H(s) and g(t) is the calculated impulse response. The
value of T is selected by inspection as the settling time of
the transients of the true response.
Figures 3,4, 5, 6 and 7, illustrate the variation of px and
P2 with N for two specific transfer functions. Also
illustrated is the effect of adding noise to each ordinate of
Re [H{jto)} used in any calculation. The noise contamina
tion is introduced by adding to each ordinate of Re [H(jco)]

•
O

METHOD 1
METHOD 2

<T= 0

where N is the number of segments in the approximation
^(co). Provided /is greater than about 50 the algorithm for
obtaining the optimal
functions correctly.
The computation times for the two methods were found
to approximately satisfy the following equations:
Method 1. Tx = .36 x L x N milliseconds .. .(29)
Method 2. T'2 = 2xNxI+.36xLxN
milliseconds ... (30)
where L is the number of points required on the impulse
response g(t). In view of the equation 28, the factor
2 x N x / is, in fact, a fixed amount equal to 2 X D,
which, for a typical value of D of two thousand, amounts
to four seconds. This is in effect a preliminary computa
tion time required to evaluate the optimal coefficients
which comprise the matrix [;/<]. Once [)/<] is known the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol 3, No, 4, Novemberf 1971
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used, a zero mean random number which has a gaussian
distribution with a standard deviation of a. Hence, to any
ordinate of Re [H(j<x>)] used in calculations, a random
variable z is added which has a probability density
function
p^) = vkr*exp {-■&*)■
•••(34)
It can be seen from the experimental results presented
that method 2 is less susceptible to noise and gives a
significant improvement in accuracy over method 1. For
example, from fig. 3, it is evident that for 2V =14,
method 2 yields a px which is one half that obtained by
method 1 and this is in the presence of noise with = .01.
From figs. 3 and 4, it is clear that method 2 yields a px
which is not altered as much as that given by method 1
when noise is added. Tins smoothing or filtering effect is
not entirely unexpected. From fig. 5, it can be seen that
for N — 9, method 2 again yields a px which is one half
of that obtained via method 1. A similar trend exists for
Pz as can be seen from fig. 7. Once [</»] has been determined
the time to compute L points on g(t) is given by an
identical expression for both methods 1 and 2. Thus,
since fewer segments are required by using method 2 to
achieve any specified accuracy, the computation time is
lower for method 2 than for method 1. For example, from
fig. 3, it can be seen that to obtain a px equal to .01
requires N = 7 for method 2 but N = 19 for method 1.
For L = 1000 this corresponds to a computation time
of 2.5 seconds for method 2 and 6.8 seconds for method
1. Such a reduction in time is clearly significant.
For a fixed number of segments the asymptotic
approximation over [coc, oo], contributes an error to px
which remains even if N approaches infinity. This error
due to the asymptotic approximation can hence be called
a residual error. As N approaches infinity then both
methods would yield a px which approaches the residual
error. The fact that the results are presented on a loga
rithmic scale tends to mask any such tendency, but in any
case If t is evident from the results that even for N = 21,
there! is still a significant difference between the value of
px obtained by method 1 and method 2.
CONCLUSION
A method for calculating the transient response
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corresponding to a given frequency response has been
described. The method gives improved accuracy over
other methods due to the use of an optimal piecewise
linear approximation to the frequency response. The
improved accuracy is achieved with only a marginal
increase in computing time and program complexity.
Results are presented for some specific frequency spectra
to support the above claim.
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APPENDIX I
Computation of /z6(a)2
To facilitate the computation of /z6(<x)a, it is convenient
to express Si(x) in terms of auxiliary functions, f(x) and
g(x):
Si(x) = — —/(x) cos x — g(x) sin x
... (35)
Let x = (N — l)a, then

2

hb{cf)2 = — tpA,coc [cos x — x (/(x) cos x -Fg(x) sin x)]
IT

...(36)
2
=—
</>Ncoc [(1 —xf(x)) cos x — g(x) sin x] ... (37)
17
Rational approximations to / (x) and g(x) as given in
ref. (8) are,
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fix)
«i =
«2 =

(h =
a.% =

x8 + axx6 + «2x4 + asx2 + c4
x8 + bxxe + 62x4 + bax2 + Z>4.
+ e(x); e(x) < 5 x 10h
38.02764
40.021433
h
265.187033
322.624911
h
335.677320
570.236280
b4
38.102495
157.105423

Book Review

X

(38)

ax
ci>
a3
«4

a,x + a2x4 + a,x2
«4
x8 + bxxG + b2x4 H i3x2 + b4_
+ <?(x); <?(x) <3 x 10'
42.242855
^ = 48.196927
302.757865
Z>2 = 482.485984
352.018498
b3 = 1114.978885
21.821899
i4 = 449.690326

T. Berztiss: Data Structures, Theory and Practice.
Academic Press. Price $14.50. pp. xiii + 442.

The book is divided into three parts, with chapter headings
as shown:
Part

and

g(x)

A.

1

(39)

APPENDIX H
Definition of Matrices A and B
[A] is an (N x N) symmetric, triagonal matrix defined by
[2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0"
14100000 ... 000

[A]

01410000.

0 0 0

00141000.

0 0 0

00014100.

0 0 0

...(40)

00000000 . .14 1
00000000 . .014

(N X N)

where <5 = j*, that is the distance between two successive
breakpoints.
[5] is an (N X 1) column matrix defined by
7](0)){w — CU^j)

dw -f~

0(o>)

bM =

we(V(co)-K+1 “
(wi+1

fory = 1, 2, ..., N - 2
- 0(to)i7(o))(o»1
0

■ dw

CO,)

co)

dw

...(41)

...(42)

"i

and
WN- 2)

bN

iwN-l

^N-z)

I—Discrete structures in Mathematics
1 Set theory
2 Functions and relations
3 Graph theory
4 Strings

Part II—Applications of Structures
5 Trees
6 Paths and cycles in Digraphs
7 Digraphs of Programs
8 Other Applications of Graphs
Part III-—Computer Representation of Structures
9 Arrays
10 Push Down Stores, Lists and List Structure
11 Organization of Files
12 Programming Languages.
Part I proceeds by a series of definitions, theorems and
proofs through the basics of set theory, functions and
graphs. Chapter 4 discusses Markov Algorithms and gram
mars. Part II attempts to put the theory of Part I to good
use in various application areas. In Chapter 5, trees are used
to examine grammars, arithmetic expression, dictionaries
and decision trees and tables, while Chapter 6 applies graphs
to scheduling, critical paths and shortest path problems.
Chapter 7 presents material, not published in a book before, on
the possibility of applying graph theory to the problems of
automatic segmentation, flowcharting and detection of pro
gramming errors. Other applications touched on in Chapter 8
include transportation networks, representations of chemical
compounds, and a sketchy section on graphs in information
retrieval.
Up to this point the book presents a coherent, wellintegrated study of the application of graph theory to com
puting problems. Chapter 7 in particular is given quite a
stimulating treatment. However, Part III breaks away from
the topics of Parts I and II and discusses the formats that can
be used for various structures. Unfortunately except for
Chapter 12, the discussion in Part III was found by the
reviewer to be lacking in detail. The author, however,
intends that Part III be read in conjunction with other
material. Although he suggests a programming manual as
sufficient supplementary text, the reviewer found that more
thorough treatments such as Knuth (1968) and Flores (1970)
would be more appropriate for anyone intending to learn and
put into practice the representations considered in Part in.
Each chapter contains an annotated bibliography and exer
cises (selected solutions appear at the back of the book).
Algorithms used in the book are .described in English or as
FORTRAN subroutines.

dw

•>)
N(w)(a
Ac8
dw
• ••(43)
-l)
6
(wiV
UN-1
Also for the application currently of interest 0(co) = 1.
0(o>)
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Some Techniques for File Recovery
By R.W. Drake* and J.L. Smith +

As the scope and complexity of computer use grows so the necessity to guarantee the
integrity of flies in the face of all software and hardware failures becomes more critical. The
cost of the potential information loss from particular failures justifies a large investment
in recovery procedures which will reproduce flies from redundancy designed into the
system. The goals of these recovery procedures vary with the size and importance of the
files concerned.

1. INTRODUCTION
A file is a named string of data entrusted to the
system by a user or group of users. It can be damaged
in three general ways:
(1) unauthorised access
(2) erroneous or incomplete update
(3) system malfunctions.
When we talk about privacy or security of data we
are concerned with unauthorised access and its pre
vention by using passwords and other system checks
(Barron, Fraser, Hartley, Landy and Needham, 1967;
Codasyl Data Base Task Group, 1971). Here we are
not concerned with this aspect of file integrity but
rather with the maintenance of a file in the face of
damage in the other two ways.
Some action towards file integrity is preventive and
this consists of catching errors in the making and
righting them before they can have any effect. How
ever, a large amount of the action towards file
integrity is recovery after the event, and this relies
heavily on appropriate on going self-preservation
action during normal file processing. The perform
ance of a recovery system can be rated on its ability
to restore a file to its most recent identifiable ahd
consistent state, the time taken to do so after error
discovery or system halt, and the total overhead cost.
Amongst the literature Fraser, 1969, has described
the design for the recovery of files in the Cambridge
University computer system and Drake, 1970, has
given a survey of recovery and restart techniques for
maintaining a very large data base. A description of
program restart facilities involving magnetic tape files
has been given by Crook, Smithies and Raeburn, 1969.
This paper polarises the problem of file system
recovery according to two different sets of design
goals. The first is associated with the large general
purpose file system found in a time-sharing environ
ment where there are many independent files. The
second is associated with the data base file system
which treats one large integrated data structure. It is
felt that the best exposition can be made by contrast
ing! recovery goals and techniques in this way, but
thefe may very well be a call for systems which fall
somewhere between these extremes. It will be assumed

that the prime file storage media involved are random
access.
2. FILE TYPES
In order to discuss recovery techniques it is necessary
to appreciate the different types of file in the system.
2.1 Administrative Files. These files are the root of
the whole file system and are comprised of directories,
storage allocation maps, logical to physical address
translation tables, structure descriptors, and recovery
files. The integrity of every file in the system rests on
the integrity of these files.
2.2 Permanent Files. These are the files retained by
the file system until specifically deleted by the owner.
Normally these files are held on direct access storage,
but they may be relegated to archival (off line) storage
in which case they cannot be accessed until the system
reactivates them. The recovery of these files is the
object of most of the- recovery overhead.
2.3 Temporary Files. These files exist in the system
for a certain (sometimes undetermined) neriod of time.
For example, they may exist for the life of a job or
until their storage space is required for reallocation.
They would be subject to limited recqvery. action, but
there are examples where one takes 'pains' to recover
them (e.g., the working file associated% with an inter
active terminal).
^
2.4 System Files. These files are used or made avail
able bv the operating system and would be treated
similarly to permanent or temporary files according to
the particular case.
2.5 Scratch Files. These are local to an activity and
not preserved after the activity. No recovery action is.
taken.
In the later sections when we describe various
recovery activities it will be implicit that the file
categorv warrants the particular action.
3. INTEGRITY IN GENERAL PURPOSE
SYSTEMS
>’
General purpose file systems are here defined to be
those file systems which have grown up with the time
sharing and multiple access of computer systems

* Honeywell Pty. Ltd., Sydney, N.S.W. f CSIRO Division of Computing Research, Canberra, A.C.T. Manuscript received August,
1971. This paper was read by Dr. Smith during the Seminar held in Canberra on 18 June, 1971; it was the contribution which
supported the main papers presented by Professor M. V. Wilkes. (Editor.)
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3.6 The maintenance of file integrity in a general
purpose file system is a twofold problem. Firstly,
after any error the restoration of the administrative
files in a consistent state must be assured. Subsequently,
according to the nature of the error, any necessary
restoration of other files is made. However, the system
does not guarantee to restore a file in its most recent
state; furthermore, files may be recovered in a logically
inconsistent or erroneous state. The onus is com
pletely on the user to carry out consistency checks
and content checks to ascertain the state of the restored
file. Further facilities may be available for the user to
restore an older version of a damaged file.

(Daley and Neumann, 1965). They are usually an
integral part of the operating system and are used by
batch and interactive jobs alike. Each file may con
tain program or data belonging to the system or the
user and all files are manipulated alike. The charac
teristics which are pertinent to the file integrity
problem are now described.
3.1 Dynamic Storage Allocation. The system will
have a very large number of files catalogued (typically
from 2000 to 20,000) and these will be subject to a
high rate of creation, deletion and modification. Thus
storage management is a very important function of the
file system and usually storage is allocated in fixed
sized blocks. The system cannot guarantee physical
continuity of blocks allocated to a file and so the func
tion of logical to physical addressing becomes more
complicated. The above two functions are normally
closely associated in the administration of the file
system and they form a significant part of the over
head. Typically they require a map for storage alloca
tion and some form of linking or indexing for handling
the addressing of each file.

4.

3.2 Directories. These contain information necessary
for each file to be accessed through a unique name.
They will also contain access control passwords,
accounting and structural information but most import
antly they contain the necessary addresses for access
ing the named file on secondary storage or recovering
it from archival storage.
3.3 File Migration. Typically there are more files
catalogued than can be held on the fastest random
access media and so the system must manage the
migration of files up and down two or more levels of
storage according to individual file activity.
The
lowest level of storage is the archival storage.
3.4 Logical File Structure. To the administrative
modules described so far each file is an ordered string
of data manipulated in fixed sized blocks. It will be
usual for the file system (or in some cases individual
language modules) to provide some manipulation func
tions which take account of limited logical structure.
Typically these are the sequential record structure and
sometimes fixed size directly addressable records.

#

3.5 File Size. The total user population of an installa
tion may have a right to store files. Therefore a con
siderable system responsibility is to ensure that limited
random access storage resources are properly shared.
This is partly achieved by file migration but there will
be strict upper bounds (perhaps varying amongst
users) to the maximum sized file. In order to exceed
the limit a user must be allocated an entire storage
module (tape, disc pack or disc) for the file and thus
it becomes divorced from the global storage manage
ment of the file system. This type of file is likely to be
better served by being classified as a data base file
under some data base management system, but such
files may still be catalogued in the general purpose
system for the purpose of access control, and they use
the same physical I/O modules.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971

INTEGRITY IN DATA BASE FILES
A data base file is by definition a large file and a
computer system may be dedicated to just one data
base file.
In general these files may be partly
administered by a general purpose file system, but at
least their storage allocation and integrity will be
managed separately. A basic difference in the recovery
problem is that because of the size of the file the
prospect of complete regeneration of the file from the
beginning is not acceptable. The file must be able to
be reconstructed.
In early systems all data base files existed on mag
netic tape and while this physical subdivision forced a
convenient modular approach to the recovery of files,
the structure between records was limited by the
sequential access mode. Because the utility of a large
volume of data is frequently dependent on the stored
relationship between entities advantage is now being
taken of random access disc devices which are amen
able to much more complex data structure. Thus the
task of ensuring file integrity includes maintaining
logical consistencv in a complex data structure where
an error or omission in a single element can be
disastrous. In order to define the data base integrity
problem we will refer to the proposals of the Codasyl
Data Base Task Group (1971).
4.1 Records, Sets and Areas. The data items in the
data base are organised into collections called records.
Records are in turn members of collections called sets.
Each set occurrence is owned by a record which in
turn can be a member of a number of set occurrences.
Thus the data structure which can be built up in the
data base file is a network of records. This structure is
renresented by embedded ancj non-embedded indexes
which also form part of the data base file. Records
and sets can be constrained to lie within logical sub
divisions of the file called areas.
4.2 Unique Identifiers. Each record is assigned a logi
cal identifier when stored, called a data base key
which can be mapped to a physical address in order
to directly retrieve the particular record. These keys
are also used in representing the network structure.
4.3 Placement Control. The designer of the data base
can specify the placement of records to be near other
records or within certain logical bounds. The purpose
is to take advantage of access patterns and to reduce
or overlap I/O operations. Therefore any implemen
tation will require an orderly mapping of logical identi
fy
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HARDWARE
SOFTWARE MANUAL
DETECTION
DETECTION DETECTION
Fig. 1: Error Types.

fiers to physical addresses (which permits maximum
flexibility in altering the logical to physical address
mapping without a large overhead). This is of course
contrary to dynamic storage allocation except dynamic
allocation of large extents of storage.
4.4 Concurrent Access. Provision is made for the
exclusion or allowance of concurrent access to areas
by two or more run units. Concurrent access for
update poses considerable margin for error and caution
is necessary to prevent erroneous interactions.
Facilities have been proposed for processes to detect
interaction (Data Base Task Group, 1971) but the
data manager must be aware of the error possibilities
in designing for recovery,
4.5 Chained Sets. One mode of construction of sets
is a circular list of records with each record pointing
to the next record in the chain, using its data base key
as a pointer. This structure is an example of how
storing or deleting a record in a data base can have
repercussions in other records in the data base, thus
making the task of monitoring changes for the purpose
of recovery more difficult. Similar problems arise in
non-embedded indexing and ordering.
4.6 Data Manager. Problems such as organising the
efficient use of a large data base, recognising poten
tial interactions between jobs, and identifying the state
to which the data base must be restored when errors
are discovered, are very complex. To treat these
problems completely by general software is impracti
cal ahd thus the responsibility rests with the data base
manager, a system specialist familiar with the design
of thd data base.
4.7 The maintenance of data base file integrity is
governed by two requirements. Firstly, it must be
ensured that the regeneration of the file is never
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Fig. 3: Software Detected Errors.

necessary. Secondly, updating of the file must be con
tinually monitored by the system so that in the event
of an error, either by the system or thejuser, the user
can be assisted in restoring the file to ils most recent,
identifiable, correct state.
•'
\
5. ERRORS
A breakdown of the various error situations which
can arise is given in Figures 1, 2 and 3, together with
the action necessary to restore file integrity.
5.1 Undetectable. Errors due to hardware or software
failure may be undetectable, for example a program
error may result in a particular data field being
incremented incorrectly. If undetectable errors are not
trivial both in nature and effect the integrity of a file
is already lost. Generalised hardware and software
facilities can only do so much towards ensuring the
integrity of a file, beyond this error detection must
employ a knowledge of file content and carry out
related consistency checks. Thus one phase of error
detection is application dependent and the onus falls
on the user—or the system in the case of system files
—to devise and execute the appropriate consistency
checks.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol, 3, No. 4, November, 197]
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6. RECOVERY ACTIONS
5.2 Detectable. Detectable errors are divided into three
main categories according to how they are detected.
Recovery action is dependent on the type of error
They may be detected by hardware, by software or
and the type of file system. The actions described
manually.
here are those which would be provided by the system
and do not include any user implemented actions.
5.2.1 Hardware Detected. These are detected by error
circuitry in the hardware and are further subdivided.
6.1 Hardware Detected Errors.
5.2.1.1 Self Correcting. These are defined as those
6.1.1 Self Correction. No recovery action is required
errors for which no software corrective action is
as the situation is righted by hardware.
required, but software must be notified for statistical
6.1.2
Failure Warning. If the failure warning is soon
purposes such as failure warnings in the case of
enough a file move is executed. If no replacement
repeated occurrence.
device is available a dump is made to back up storage.
5.2.1.1.1 Temporary. The data is corrected each time
6.1.3 Failure at Occurrence.
it is referenced, e.g. correcting data each time it is read
6.13.1 Transient. No recovery action is required as
from an area written erroneously.
the operating system software corrects the error.
5.2.1.1.2 Permanent. The data is corrected once and
6.13.2 Non Transient. In a general purpose file
permanently, e.g. rewrite on a detected write error.
system this error is most likely to cause a user abort,
5.2.12 Failure Warning. The hardware determines
or a system abort and restart if the file is an adminis
that although it is now operating it will probably fail
trative file (see 6.2). If the file affected is a data base
in the near future, e.g. various threshold detections
file the error results in immediate reconstruction of the
such as head touch detection. If the warning is soon
affected area of the file. (Reconstruction is defined to
enough the contents of the device may be dumped on
be the use of various dumps to reform the file in the
a different medium or transferred to a like device and
state in which it would have been if the error had not
the device taken off line, otherwise treat as in 5.2.1.3.
occurred.) This function is only warranted for a data
5.2.13 Failure at Occurrence. A hardware module
base file and if detection has been delayed it could be
fails, either temporarily or permanently, and as a result
a time-consuming operation.
an error occurs.
6.2
Software Detected Errors.
5.2.13.1. Transient. If the failure is transient the error
6.2.1 User Abort or Disconnect. No recovery action
can be corrected by retrying an operation up to a
is taken automatically in the case of a general purpose
certain limit under software control. Another situation
file system, except that some temporary files will
is the case where error correction coding is effective,
remain undisturbed. The user must determine if any
but software is necessary to make the correction. A
damage has occurred to his files, in which case he can
failure statistic must be recorded.
request that any file be replaced by an earlier version
5.2.13.2 Non Transient. The error is uncorrected at
from system dumps.
occurrence. It may be immediately detected, e.g. an
In the case of a data base file being in use there will
uncorrectable read error from mass storage, or it may
be some determination of whether damage could have
be detected later, e.g. a bad write to mass storage not
occurred to the file. If so, the file must be rolled back
subject to write/verify. (The latter case may be par
ticularly troublesome if a long elapsed time exists », to an earlier correct state. (Roll back is defined to be
use of various dumps to reform the file in a state in
between the erroneous write and its detection.)
5.2.2
Software Detected. These errors may be caused , which it was at a recent identifiable stage in its
activity.) Subsequent activities which updated the file
by hardware failure but the detection action is mostly
must then be rerun. (Note the general purpose file
software.
system provides roll back to an arbitrary state.)
5.2.2.1 User Abort or Disconnect. This may be user
It may be appropriate to restart the aborted job
initiated, system initiated because of user error, system
from one of a number of restart points if these have
software failure or hardware failure, or else the result
been created. Thus roll back will be to a restart point
of an abnormal disconnection by an interactive user.
or to the beginning of the job. It should be noted that
5.2.23 System Abort. The operating system ceases to
restart requires all files associated with the job to be
function normally. There may be automatic system
rolled back. Certain situations may require some roll
dumps and restarts, depending on the seriousness of
back after reconstruction.
the failure.
6.2.2 System Abort. If a system abort occurs the
5.2.23 Content Error. Content errors are discovered
administrative information must first be recovered no
by system software checks, user software checks or
matter what files are concerned. Thus the directories,
manually. Having discovered such an error, it may
maps, etc., must be restored and checked in the gene
prove to be correctable or uncorrectable (that is,
ral purpose system. In the case of a failure warning
require manual analysis).
of the too late category the general purpose file system
5.2.3 Manual Detection. This mode refers to the
may abort and such situations may require the
detection of content errors by other means than solely
reloading of all user files.
by software (e.g. dumps or interaction from a terminal).
If as the result of a damage determination, data base
Again if the error is correctable it can be righted by
files are to be rolled back the system must be ablelto
file reconstruction or roll back. Otherwise it is uncor
ascertain the jobs and files which were in use. In a
rectable (from the system viewpoint) and requires
multiprogramming or time-sharing environment the
unspecified user (manual) analysis.
roll back problem could be complicated by dependen
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971
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cies in the case of concurrent access to files, thus
illustrating the need for a data manager.
6.3 Content Error. In the case of a data base file, if
the content error is the result of an undetected system
failure, the error may be corrected by reconstruction.
If this is not the case then the only alternative is
make some manual analysis and make use of roll back
facilities.
This is always the case in the general
purpose file system.
7.

RECOVERY TECHNIQUES
The following techniques may be used to achieve the
recovery requirements described in section 6. The
appropriate action will depend on the particular file
and its type.
7.1 Dual Copies. Dual copies of a file may be main
tained, having most benefit when the physical separa
tion between the two copies is greatest. The duality
should be transparent at all levels except the file O/I
supervisor and no copy is considered primary. Read
occurs from the most convenient copy and they are
updated concurrently. An attempt is always made to
reconstruct the damaged copy from the good copy (if
there is one), otherwise both copies must be recon
structed using other techniques. Roll back must be
in parallel for the two copies. The techniques will be
explained shortly.
7.2 File Move. This is pertinent only to the imminent
failure warning. As rapid response to the warning
could be vital the whole action may be software con
trolled. The simplest case involves merely a device
exchange such as dismounting and remounting a disc
pack, but in general the desired increment of data may
have to be read and written in an alternate location.
The problem seems most appropriate to movement of
a physical increment of the file but a logical move
taking into account the address mapping could alsb
achieve the desired result. It will be important that
the move does not violate the orderly address map
ping requirements of a large data base, for example
moving very small increments could introduce
unacceptable address mapping overhead. After the
movement is completed the appropriate changes must
be made in the address mapping tables.

7.4 Journals. There are several forms of journal, but
each is in some sense a record of the transactions in
the file system, and thus it pertains only to the updates
or changes. Journals are used in both reconstruction
and roll back and may be recorded in duplicate. It is
particularly important to design a journal system for
smooth and rapid recovery. Examples are given below
of implementations for two of the journal types defined.
7.4.1 Incremental File Dump. In a general purpose
file system where the size of most files is small, the
simplest way of constructing a journal is to dump
the entire contents of a file which has been subject
to an update.
This action is satisfactory in the
general purpose file system because no effort is
made to reconstruct a file, the last incremental
dump being used to roll back a file to a recent state.
The dump overhead and potential loss of information
are both governed by the frequency of incremental
dumping. An important requirement is to keep a com
pact version of incremental dumps for rapid recovery.
7.4.1.1 Example. The incremental file dumping scheme
described by Fraser, 1969, is integrated with a main
file dump in a two-level scheme. By scanning the
directory each file can be identified to be in one of
three states:
A Files that have been created or altered but for
which there is no up-to-date dumped copy.
B Files that have an up-to-date copy in the incremen
tal dump but not in the archival dump.
C Files that have an up-to-date copy in the archival
dump.
Each dumped copy of a file is given a unique identity.
The incremental dump cycle is illustrated in Figure 4.
The total incremental dump is always contained on
a fixed number of tapes which are rewritten in rotation
with newly updated file versions. Each tape begins

FROM DISC FILES IN ST4TE A
plus
*
FILES ON Pj+1 IN STATE B

i'yf

7.3 File Dump, By a file dump is meant the copying
of the contents of all files in the general purpose
system onto another media, or the copying of an area
or the entire contents of a data base file onto another
media, usually in duplicate. The purpose of the file
dump is for roll back of the general purpose file
system or its individual files, or as a starting point for
reconstruction of a data base file. The most useful
dump is the logical dump, in which the contents are
takdh off in logical order with appropriate directory
and {address mapping information. Individual portions
can be then quickly accessed from the dump, and the
contents can be reloaded in the same or different physi
cal/locations. A physical dump in which contents are
copied in physical address order can only be justified
to transfer the contents of a device which is to be
takeh off line.
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Fig. 5: Cambridge Archival File Dump Update.

with a copy of the entire directory and the directory
entry for each file contains the tape name and block
position of the last incremental file dump (if this is the
most recent dump of the file) or the last main file
dump. Individual directories will occur on the tape
after the particular files have been dumped. The
incremental dump program is run at 20-minute inter
vals and this interval determines the loss of informa
tion which can be expected if the disc has to be
reloaded.
The main dump is subdivided into files belonging to
groups of users so that all files belonging to each group
can reside on one tape. A tape update is run for each
such group at about weekly intervals, with the previous
week’s master being updated by file versions in states
A or B, as illustrated in Figure 5. An important
advantage of this form of main dump is that it pro
vides automatic archival storage for inactive files, thus
assuring best use of the disc store.
7.4.2 After Journal. This is designed for the recon
struction of a data base file, which is usually necessary
after a hardware failure. An exact duplicate of data
is dumped after it has been updated. Apart from
dumping just the updated section of the file, an import
ant difference to the incremental file dump described
previously is that the dump occurs every time an
update occurs and thus the dump runs continuously.
As normal logical addressing of a file extends only to
the record level, one would record a data change by
dumping at least the entire record which has been
subject to update. However, in practice one would
like to use a unit of dumping which fits in with the
buffering of the data base file, and this is usually
dependent on the logical to physical address mapping
strategy. For example, in one data base implementa
tion (G.E. 600-Line IDS Reference Manual, 1969) the
file is divided into fixed sized logical pages which con
tain a variable number of records and every time a
modified page is written to the data base the identical
page is appended to the journal file. It is , not clear
what is the optimal strategy in an overall design. Data
base file reconstruction will usually employ a logical
file dump and after journals dating from the file dump.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971
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If the file is very large, one may have to deal with
cyclic dumps in which different areas of the file have
been dumped at different times, thus requiring addi
tional co-ordination of the after journals.
7.4.2.1 Example. It may be critical in certain appli
cations to minimise reconstruction time. Towards this
end a two-level scheme for dumping and sorting after
journals is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. In the first
level pages are appended to the current after journal
tape as updates occur, and at the same time the logi
cal ID of each updated page is appended to a small
auxiliary file. The second level consists of an update
of a sorted after journal file and this job can be run
whenever conditions permit. All pages updated since
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the previous update of the sorted journal file have
their identities recorded (perhaps many times) in an
auxiliary file. This file is first sorted by logical address
and then the journal file update is run with modified
pages being copied from the data base file. In order to
reconstruct the data base file the sorted journal can
be merged with the last file dump, and the resulting
version updated by the most recent copies of pages in
those first-level journal tapes which have not yet been
accounted for by a second-level journal update. The
advantage of this scheme is that costly search and sort
time have been eliminated from the reconstruction
time, and the data base can be written back rapidly
in strict logical sequence.
7.4.3 Before Journal. This is designed for the roll
back of a particular data base file, this is usually
necessary after a software error. An exact duplicate
of a file section is written to the journal file before the
copy in the buffer is updated, thus requiring a special
routine within the data base management system. It
will be important to record such information as job
ID, starting time and update time with each entry on
the journal tape, as roll back must be to an identifiable
state. If concurrent access is allowed to a file for
update purposes, considerable care will be necessary
in the design of roll back. It is not essential to sort
before journals because in most cases files will be
rolled back to a fairly recent state, and so a fairly
small journal is involved.
7.4.4 Transaction Journal.
After roll back has
occurred it will usually be necessary to rerun certain
update jobs.
It may be convenient to have the
selected input data to these jobs recorded on a journal.
7.5 Restart Points. When roll back of a file system is
necessary, it is desirable to lose as little correct
information as possible and thus as few jobs as possible
have to be rerun. Restart points assist in this way and'
their general requirements have been described by
Crook et al. (1969). It is clear that roll back facilities
of the file system must be co-ordinated with the
operating system restart facilities.
7.5.1 Administrative File Roll Back. A particularly
important restart point concerns administrative files
after a system abort or a file -system abort. A data
base file is recovered by the roll back facilities already
described and it will be a simple matter to reinitialise
any administrative file entries concerning it. However,
the recovery of administrative information pertaining
to all files in a general purpose system is a more com
plex matter because of the number of files involved
and their continued updating, but if the administrative
files can be recovered all other files will normally be
found intact. The approach taken is to roll back the
administrative files to a consistent state (reconstruc
tion t|r after journals being too costly in the overhead
required to generate the after journal). Roll back of
the administrative files means that a few user files
would not be recovered correctly and subsequently
these would have to be rolled back using the incremen
tal dumps described in section 7.4.1. Because the
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integrity of the entire file system is dependent on the
integrity of the administrative files, these would be sub
ject to a detailed consistency check before restart.
7.5.1.2 Example. The structure of the administrative
files in the general purpose file system described by
Fraser (1969) is illustrated in Figure 8. Hie directory
entry for each user file contains a pointer to a map
cell. The map cells are organised into a linear array
and are in one to one correspondence with sequential
blocks of disc storage, so that it is a simple matter to
translate between map addresses and disc addresses.
Each map cell points to another cell in the array cor
responding to the next block of storage allocated to
the file concerned (except for the last cell) and
unallocated blocks are similarly represented by a
linked list of cells. Segments of these administrative
files will always be resident in core memory and
swapped to disc as the occasion demands, thus there
is potential for gross inconsistency in the versions of
these files existing oh disc aHany particular instant.
For example, when releasing storage assigned to one
file and allocating it to another file unless !tthe directory
j entry for the released file is updated before realloca
tion of storage this file could be recovered on restart
with wrong information. A restart point is created at
fixed intervals by forcing a complete update of the
administrative files on disc and then making a copy at
an alternate disc location.
8. PERFORMANCE
Three parameters for gauging the performance of a
file recovery system are
(i) information loss
(ii) restart time
(iii) total overhead.
The type of file system, the particular requirements
of the installation and the hardware configuration will
determine the weighting to be given these parameters.
It is doubtful whether a single system model could be
posed for all design and analysis but the following
sections describe simple models which have been
proposed to analyse particular tradeoffs.
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8.1 Restart Points. Crook et al. (1969) have derived
the optimum interval at which restart points should be
created for a single job. No characteristics of the file
system are represented but the model is quite pertinent
to the case of file roll back and restart. The perform
ance parameter maximised is the productive CPU
time for each job, with information loss, restart time
and overhead all represented as non-productive CPU
time. However, the model does not reflect the import
ance of file availability in a concurrent access situation.
The optimum interval is given by
s = [2a(t-r)]*
where
a : time to create a restart point
t : average time between failures
r : time to restart after failure.
It would be difficult to apply this formula to the
formation of restart points for administrative file roll
back just described because of the necessity to repre
sent the information loss and roll back time for
individual user files as well as the administrative files.
8.2 Data Base File Dumps. The size of the after
journal which has to be scanned in the reconstruction
of a data base file is directly proportional to the rate
of update and the elapsed time since the last file dump.
If the file has to be reconstructed n times between file
dumps then the fraction of time the file is available
for access is
c = [T — 5 f(i, u) — D]/T
i= 1
where
T = time between dumps
t = average time between failures requiring
reconstruction
u = rate of update
f(i, u) = time taken for ith reconstruction
D = time taken for file dump
and n = T/t.

DIRECTORIES

INDEX TABLES

MAP

FILE A

FILE B

Fig. 9: Alternative Administrative File Structure.

and (3) restart. Analytical expressions are derived for
two models of the file accessing pattern. No considera
tion is made of the case in which files have to be
rolled back.
In Figure 10 one set of curves given by Smith and
Holden is shown. These curves give the overhead per
user file I/O command, in terms of the average
number of transfers of administrative information
between core storage and secondary storage, versus the
probability that the user command results in a storage
allocation change. The main assumptions made in
computing the curves concerned the size of the general
purpose file system and these were: (1) a total of 16K
blocks of file storage available, (2) 32K bits of core

If
f(i, u) = kx -j- k2 i u
then c is maximised by
T = (2Dt/u)h
Any effort to maintain a sorted journal file will reduce
the value of f(i, u) (see 7.4.2.1).
8.3 Total File System Overhead. The most important
factor in determining the total overhead is likely to be
the administrative structure and, in particular, the
manner in which logical to physical address mapping
is handled. For a general purpose file system an
alternative structure to that described in section
7.5.1.2 is illustrated in Figure 9. The directory entry
for each user file contains a pointer to an index table
which is a list of block addresses for the file. Storage
is managed using a separate allocation map, one bit
per block.
The two schemes illustrated in Figures 8 and 9
(called the integrated map scheme and the separate
index table scheme) have been analysed by Smith and
Holden, 1971. Their analysis subdivides the total
overhead into three areas: (1) the support of user file
I/O, (2) the creation of administrative restart points,
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971
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storage available for segments of maps or index tables,
(3) 64 active files with a uniform probability distribu
tion of file reference by users, (4) in the separate index
table scheme all block addresses for a particular file
are contained in only one 512 cell segment of the map
defined in Figure 6.
In a general purpose file system where many files
are small, files will frequently be contained in con
tiguous storage and so the separate index table can be
reduced to a single entry containing the starting block
address.
This direct indexing significantly reduces
overhead and the third curve in Figure 10 is for the
case in which 75% of files are directly indexed and
25% have separate index tables. The disadvantage
with separate index tables is that a separate allocation
map has to be manipulated as well as the index table,
and thus there is additional overhead proportional to
the number of allocation changes.
A number of factors enter into the expressions for
overhead associated with creation of restart points and
restarting given by Smith and Holden (1972). How
ever, there is a considerably higher overhead associ
ated with separate indexing than with the integrated
map or direct indexing schemes, mainly because index
tables are not compact. In practice one has to assign
a fixed size index table capable of handling a range
of file sizes to each file. Hence the aggregate of all
index tables constitutes a large sparse file which has
to be copied and verified, whereas the other two
schemes have extremely compact address mapping
tables.
These results illustrate the importance of complete
system design, viz. recovery system design must be
taken into account when the data organisation of a
file system is being considered.
9. CONCLUSION
Two types of file system have been defined for the
purpose of illustrating recovery problems and tech
niques. Both of these systems may serve a large user
population. However, on the one hand the file system

maintains many independent files and the ability to
reconstruct or regenerate a file lies in the knowledge
of one particular user, and on the other hand all the
users belong to an enterprise sharing a single integrated
data base. Thus the latter type of file is a critical
resource having a far greater need for integrity
because no one user can reconstruct or regenerate the
entire data base.
As in any large system design, no aspect of a file
system can be designed in isolation. Recovery design
must be taken into account with the data organisation
design and some indications of the necessary tradeoffs
have been given. In a data base file system additional
aspects such as reorganisation and restructuring of the
data base arise, and there is obvious gain to be made
by considering these in conjunction with recovery.
The techniques described are in keeping with the
state of the art in hardware and file system design.
The advent of new technology and new architecture
(for example, laser mass memories and array pro
cessors) will undoubtedly call for rethinking of the file
system design.
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Book Review
Alex Thomas Ir., System/360 Programming Rinehart Press,
San Francisco, pp. x + 273. $18.
As the title of this book suggests its aim is more than a
mere description of the machine language instructions and
hardware for the IBM 360. Dr. Thomas has set out to
provide an understanding of the operation of the 360 range
of computers as well as the assembler language.
While some previous programming knowledge is necessary
the author has endeavoured to present the more pertinent
details first and has avoided the cumbersome detail that so
often surrounds descriptions of the IBM assembler language.
B/t means of relevant examples and set exercises the student
will rapidly master the fundamentals of assembler language
programming. The reader who is experienced with program
ming at this level on other machines will still find the first
chapters useful. The book should be equally useful to both
commercial and scientifically oriented programmers as the
decimal and floating point instructions are fully described in
separate chapters.
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In any comprehensive description of programming a com
puter it is necessary that the I/O operations be explained.
It is hefe that this publication proves to be of most value
as the author has included a chapter on the actual basics of the
360 I/O mechanisms as well as two chapters on the macro'
instructions for direct and sequential access devices. The macro
instructions are explained for the two most common versions
in use of IBM’s control program OS and DOS. To complete
the view of 360 programming the author outlines the various
elements of the operating system and provides an introduction
to job control language and the linkage editor.
The author has succeeded in giving /a' good balance of
fundamentals and sufficient detail to enable the reader to
commence programming the 360. The book is wide enough in
scope to offer some coverage of all the relevant areas in 360
programming and can be recommended for use on its own
or in conjunction with the appropriate IBM reference manuals.
I. M. BARRY
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Computers and the Visual Arts
By J. M. Bennett*

This article sets out an edited version of the text of a talk given in 1969 and 1970 to
students in the Department of Fine Arts at Sydney University and to the Victorian Branch
of the Australian Computer Society on 23rd September, 1970. The lecture was illustrated
with over fifty slides and a film, and was accompanied by demonstrations of holograms,
computer plotting, and precision graphics. The text has been edited so that visual material,
most of which is available in the references, is not essential for understanding.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this article is to discuss the com
puter as a possible artistic tool, a sort of sophisticated
paint brush, which can be used by an artist to com
municate the creations of his imagination. With this
approach, one can avoid entirely any controversial
questions concerning the goodness and badness of the
art produced in this way. Art, it is assumed, is the
work of artists. Of course, the author has preferences,
based no doubt on his own past experiences. However,
these preferences would no doubt tend to be too
heavily weighted by considerations of mere technique.
This difficulty applies to much of the gadgetryoriented art which is currently in vogue.
Within the last three years the author has attended
four exhibitions with this sort of orientation, including
an exhibition at the Tate Gallery in London of the
work of Marcel Duchamp. Duchamp’s work of more
than fifty years ago bears comparison with any simi
larly motivated work being produced today. Of the
others, the most comprehensive was the 1968 Institute
of Contemporary Art exhibition in London.
All
these exhibitions left him with the feeling that the
various technical effects used could, in so many cases,
be exploited much more effectively than they were. *
Many of the artists concerned did not seem to be
aware of the full potentialities of their chosen media. ..
Moreover, the people at whom this charge could not
be levied were nearly all people with some scientific
background.
Perhaps this conclusion merely mirrors his own
training. Perhaps it was what Clement Greenberg, in
his 1968 John Power Lecture (Greenberg, 1968),
meant when he said that there is something new in the
early unevenness of the art of the ’sixties. It is interest
ing to speculate to what extent the full exploitation of
an artist’s chosen medium corresponds to what Green
berg refers to as “artistic probity”.
NEW TRENDS
In his Power Lecture, Greenberg described the
transition from what he refers to as “painterly” art—
the Abstract Expressionism of the ’fifties—to the
“linear” or “hard” style of the ’sixties. This linear
style is well suited to current computer output facilities,
a fact which has perhaps helped to promote its
current vogue, and is an excellent illustration of inter

action between the worlds of science and technology
on the one hand ana art on the other (Waddington,
1970).
Artists in the past have not been slow to exploit
new tools when they became available. These new
techniques sometimes have unexpected side-effects, as
is shown by the following anecdote. An American
sculptor, Ron Boise, with the help of a welding torch
and parts of junk automobiles, fashioned a series of
sculptures depicting scenes from the Kama Sutra.
After police confiscation of a Californian exhibition of
Boise’s work, and a nine-day trial, a jury held that the
exhibition was fit for Californians. Boise subsequently
wished to exhibit in Canada, and was allowed by the
Canadian customs to import his work provided duty
was paid at a rate appropriate to plumbing fixtures
(Watts, 1965).
COMPUTERS
At this point, it is appropriate to summarise various
features of the computers, particularly input and out
put devices, which are of interest in this context.
Most of the basic logical ideas behind modern com
puters were laid down by a Cambridge mathematician,
Charles Babbage, well over a hundred years ago.
Babbage, to implement his ideas, drew heavily on the
weaving technology of his day. There is a story that
he once rather unwillingly played host to the Prince
Consort, who expressed a request to discuss his work.
However, when Prince Albert recognised a portrait of
Jacquard in his living room as having been woven in
silk, Babbage warmed to him, and they parted the best
of friends. The punched card, incidentally, originated
from perforated metal plates, which played a central
part in the operation of the JaCquard loom.
The first electronic computer was completed in
1949, and since that time, the speeds of the fastest
available machines have gone up by a factor of over
100,000. Current speeds, at least for mathematical
calculations, can be regarded as about a million times
that of human beings, and machine reliability about a
hundred million times greater. As a result, with per
haps 100,000 machines installed throughout the world,
many of the activities of commerce, industry and
government have reached a point of dependence on
computers from which there is no way back.
As faster machines have become available, so it has

* Basser Computing Department, University of Sydney, Sydney. Manuscript received July, 1971.
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become more difficult to ensure that they are not held
up for want of data or because their output devices
cannot handle results fast enough. So, to overcome
these difficulties, larger storage devices providing
reasonably rapid access have been designed. Individual
units holding the equivalent of over 100,000 text
books and yielding up any required section in less
than half a second, are readily available today. Such
mass storage devices can be expected to play a major
part in the future in retaining readily accessible details
of various graphic effects.
The mismatch of computing speed and input/output
speed has led to the introduction of multiprogramming,
a technique which permits a number of users, each
with his own input/output devices, to have access to
a computer at the one time. Such an arrangement
makes it practicable for the facilities of the most
powerful computer to become available for artistic
experiment on a shared basis.
INPUT
Most input is still carried out by punched cards or
punched paper tape of the type used with teleprinters,
and in the past any patterns to be input to computers
have had to- be transcribed laboriously into this form.
However, facsimile-type scanning devices which give
direct input of black and white patterns are now avail
able. One such device discriminates between four
shades of grey for each of several million picture
elements, in an area of about ten inches by eight
inches (Wallace and Jessup, 1970). The scanning
may be slow (in the case of an example of this equip
ment installed at Sydney University, four million
elements are scanned in eight minutes), or a complete
image can be made available as a raster (a line-by
line scan) from a conventional television camera.
Point-by-point examination of such an image under
computer control can be carried out. No doubt, colour
input can be arranged by an extension of this principle,
though the author does not know of any instances in
which this has been done.
At the Artificial Intelligence Unit at Stanford, tele
vision camera input has been used in conjunction with
a program which, completely under computer control,
arranges randomly placed cubes in a pile in order of
size. One interesting point emerged in this work. An
attempt to detect edges of cubes by illumination dif
ferences in the television camera image failed because,
as was realised later, in many instances in which two
neighbouring faces were reflecting identical amounts
of light, the eye saw an edge only because it expected
to see one.
Various devices exist for direct input of lines and
line drawings: two of these will be mentioned -here.
The first is the “light pen”, a light-sensitive device
which can be used as input to a computer. If held
next? to a cathode ray tube (CRT) screen at a point
which is being bombarded with electrons under pro
gram! control, it will input a “1” if queried by the
computer program. Otherwise it will input a zero.
So, with a suitable program of instructions, the com
puter can “follow” a sketch drawn by a light pen, and
adjust it for irregularities (e.g., straighten up putative
straight lines). It is usual for the sketch to be dis')
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played on the screen of the CRT as it is being drawn.
The second device consists of two arms, like a
drawing machine. The angles between these arms and
between the first and the top edge of the board on
which it is mounted can be used to determine the
position of the stylus on the end of the second arm.
Variations of these two angles change electrical resist
ances, and so can be conveyed to a computer as volt
age changes across these resistances which are con
verted to digital form. So, with a suitable program,
a computer can follow the movement of the stylus.
These and similar devices are useful if computers
are used as design aids by architects and engineers.
However, they are restricted by their nature to the
input of line images.
OUTPUT
Output was initially confined to conventional
printers of various types, and, as early as 1950, X-ray
crystallographers at Cambridge were using different
characters to indicate the presence of contours of
electron density. The medium is a crude one—coarser
even than mosaic—and is commonly used in com
puter opening ceremonies to produce portraits of the
officiating dignitaries.
For over a decade now, graphical output devices
have been available. The simplest of these is the graph
plotter. In its modern form, a plotter can be con
trolled directly by single computer instructions to
draw a line, say one two-hundredths of an inch long,
in one of eight directions, and to raise its pen from
the paper so that it can move in any one of the eight
directions without drawing a line.
This limited
repertoire of operation explains the curious moire
effect sometimes found in patterns drawn by this
instrument. Different' colours can be obtained by
requiring the machine operator to change the plotter’s
pen when it has been returned to a standard position.
It should be emphasised that, as all patterns drawn
by a computer with a plotter must ultimately be
expressed in the form of -these elementary instructions,
unless "standard sets of instriictions are available for
more sophisticated operations,/a plotter, is effectively
. ,-us'eless.
'%
J
Cathode ray tube output is the other form of out
put in general use today. In its most usual form, it
provides a meanslbf projecting an individual spot in
any one of over a million positions (specified by
stating the required x- and y- co-ordinates), a straight
line joining two such spots, and one of a number of
, characters in a given position. As with the plotter,
the elementary controlling instructions are few, and
the use of standard sets of instructions are important
for effectiveness.
Two other aspects of CRT output should be men
tioned. The first of these, which will be discussed in
more detail below, concerns the control, of a camera
by the computer controlling the display: the opening
and closing of the shutter, the advance of the film,
and the insertion of a filter can all be carried out
under computer control. The first (black-and-white)
film made in this way was completed in 1963, and is
credited to E. E. Zajac, of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
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The second point concerning CRT output relates to
the apparent rotation of an image under program con
trol as if it were a three-dimensional image. The effect
of this rotation, which produces a convincing illusion
of depth, is enhanced because of afterglow: typically
the light emitting phosphor used in CRT screens emits
blue light when struck by an electron beam, and glows
yellow for a second or so when the beam is switched
off.
Displays of this type produce line drawings. For a
shaded image, one approach is based on the half-tone
technique used by printers (Wylie et al., 1967), the in
tensity of individual spots being controlled by computer.
With suitable colour filters, this approach has been
used by a group at the University of Utah (Sutherland,
1970) to portray coloured surfaces exhibiting both
specular and diffused reflection.
The displays discussed so far are referred to as
calligraphic displays, as opposed to television displays,
which are known as raster displays.
The latter,
although a great deal cheaper, do not readily lend
themselves to computer control.
The University of Utah group has recently demon
strated one other device which deserves mention—a
“lorgnette” which makes possible, for example, direct
viewing of colour three-dimensional displays. It con
sists of a six-segment spinning disc, so arranged that,
if held like a lorgnette, the two eyes view a display
through two diametrically opposed segments at the
same time. The disc is synchronised with a CRT
display so that, as the segments change, the eyes see
different displays.
If a disc with segments which are alternately clear
and opaque is used, then black-and-white stereoscopic
viewing is possible. If a disc with segments which are
red, blue, yellow, red, blue and yellow—in that order
—is used, then the use of three successive images
gives the effect of a coloured display. If a disc with
segments which are red, opaque, blue, opaque, yellow
and opaque—in that order—is used, then the use of
six successive displays gives the effect of threedimensional colour.
A device under development at the University of
Illinois Digital Computer Laboratory, called a tricolor
cartograph, uses colour television techniques to pro
duce a map colouring display (Poppelbaum, 1969).
This technique, although not yet perfect (it will not
fully colour re-entrant areas), holds promise for
reducing the difficulties encountered in producing
blocks of colour. However, it does not easily lend
itself to tone variation.
Moving colour films have been made at the Univer
sity of Sydney. The first of these was made by Bird
and Richardson to display certain computational
results (Bird, 1969). This film shows a cylinder in a
rarefied gas, with the velocity and direction of
individual molecules indicated by a small vector and
the nature of any collision they have undergone shown
by the colour of the vector. The effect of movement
produced by successive frames is striking, and must be
seen to be fully appreciated.
Curious effects can be obtained by superimposing
successive images on the one film. The effects of
superimposing images portraying apparent rotation of
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971

a three-dimensional object is a common example.
As a final display device, an arrangement recently
introduced by Sutherland’s group at Utah should be
mentioned (Sutherland, 1970). This device, which
provides a separate CRT display for each eye of an
observer, feeds back the position of his head to a
computer. As a result, it is possible to present each
eye with an image which can create the illusion of
depth and can show images of objects as they would
be seen by him, irrespective of his position.
Two other aids to computer produced art should
be mentioned—colour mixers and animation tables.
The first of these facilitates the production of colour
movies by projecting three black-and-white films in
different colours onto a single colour film. The second,
a standard cartoonist’s aid for displaying moving back
grounds, has been adapted to computer control by
the Canadian National Film Board.
In addition to the use of photography with a CRT
display, direct output of colour movies onto video
tape has been carried out successfully by at least one
organisation — the Computer Image Corporation of
Denver. TV commercials produced in this way were
shown by Dr. F. J. Honey at the recent Jerusalem
Conference for Information Technology (J.C.I.T.).
There is a trend towards special hardware aids de
vised for carrying out such operations as image rota
tion, windowing, perspective computations, and hidden
line computations (to be described at the end of the
next section). A desirable design objective is to com
pute intensities along successive x-scans at a rate suf
ficient to enable conventional raster displays to be
used.
Work along these lines is under way at the Com
puter Science Department at the University of Utah.
Because of the possibilities it provides for the
sculptor, attention should be drawn to the availability
of computer-controlled machine tools. The author
first saw one of these at work at M.I.T. in 1953—a
milling machine designed to produce complicated
aerodynamic sections for wind-tunnel testing. Such
machines are now in general use. The path to be fol
lowed by the cutting tool must be calculated in detail,
with allowance for the shape of the original blank and
the power limitations of the cutting tool. However,
as with plotters and display units, techniques for pro
viding blocks of instructions to cut standard surfaces
are essential if effective use is to be made of these
devices.
n
MATHEMATICAL ART
To what subjects does the use of computers as an
artistic tool lend itself? First, the generation of certain
patterns, the full relevance of which might only be
appreciated by the mathematical cognoscenti, will be
discussed.
The first example (Gardiner, 1961) concerns the
generation of what appear to be patterns reminiscent
of the work of Piet Mondrian or Nicholson. There is
a difference, however. In a typical case, a rectangle
of sides 32 and 33 units is subdivided into a number
of different squares, each with sides equal to an integral
number of units. In fact, squares so divisible, called
“perfect squares”, have been devised. The smallest of
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these, consisting of 21 unequal squares, is 17 units on
the side. Until quite recently, because of an incorrect
conjecture of the puzzle expert Dudeney at the begin
ning of the century, the generation of such squares
was thought to be impossible.
The second concerns the generation of Graeco-Latin
squares (Gardner, 1966). A Latin square of order,
say 10, is one in which, for example, 10 different
colours are arranged in unit squares 10 times over to
form a square of 100 units in such a way that the same
colour never appears more than once in any row and
column. A Graeco-Latin square of order 10 is one in
which a second set of 10 different colours is arranged
in the same way as the first set, no pair of colours
associated with any unit square being repeated.
The eighteenth-century mathematician, Leonard
Euler, conjectured that such an arrangement was
impossible for even numbers of colours above six,
which, when divided by four, left a remainder of two
—e.g., 10, 14, 18, etc. This conjecture was recently
disproved by three mathematicians (who came to be
known as “Euler’s spoilers”) for orders of 10 and
above. The author has seen the solution for 10 units,
made up in ceramic tiles and framed, adorning the
walls of two living rooms.
The point about both of these problems—and others
like them—is that the ingenuity required to solve them
can be considerably aided by computers. Their appeal
is greatest tO! those who appreciate their background.
Whether they should be classed as art forms is a
matter for debate. However, they represent in acute
form the sort of appeal which is possessed by many
mathematically-generated patterns. The use of the
“golden ratio” is perhaps the one best known to
artists (Gardner, 1961): if the sides of a rectangle are
in this ratio, and the rectangle is divided by a line to
form a square and another rectangle, then the sides of
the new rectangle will be in the same ratio as the old.
This property of the golden ratio has fascinated artists
for a long time, and" together with other properties,
has given it an almost magical aura. As a result, it'
has often been used in planning the composition of a
oicture. A recent instance of its use in design is in
Salvador Dali’s “The Sacrament of the Last Supper”.
Painted inside a golden rectangle, with other golden
rectangles used for positioning the figures, this com
position contains part of an enormous dodecahedron
(12-sided figure) floating above the table.
As it
happens, the corners of three intersecting golden
rectangles lie at the centres of the twelve faces of a
dodecahedron.
A well-known mathematical puzzle—that of the
path followed by four bugs, each of which, starting
from positions in the comer of a square, pursues its
neighbour with equal velocity—is the basis of an
appealing construction by Dobrovic which was
exhibited in the 1969 Stuyvesant Trust exhibition in
Sydney’s Australia Square building (Anon., 1969).
The lihes joining neighbours will always form a square.
Instead of a square, any polygon (Gardner, 1959)
can be used as a starting point, and the resulting pat
terns are frequently chosen as the basis for designs
carridd out with graph plotters.
The curves are
logarithmic spirals, which are frequently found in
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nature (e.g., the nautilus shell and the arrangement of
seeds on a pine cone conform to this pattern). When
the polygon is a square, the spiral degenerates into a
semi-circle.
Curves of known properties have fascinated artists
for a long time, and have been used in the more com
plicated designs of round windows in Romanesque
and Gothic cathedrals. The rose window from the
fourteenth-century church of San Agostino in Palermo,
which uses a twelve-cusped epicycloid (the curve traced
out by a point on the circumference of one circle roll
ing on another), is one of the best examples.
The ease with which such curves can be produced
by computer would tend to emphasise their use in
computer-produced art. A number of texts (Schillinger,
1942) (Lockwood, 1961) (Beard, 1965) set out the
properties of various well-known curves such as the
epicycloid, the nephroid (a kidney-shaped curve) and
the cardoid (a heart-shaped curve), and should be
consulted by anyone wishing to experiment with
computer-generated patterns.
Variations based on
these curves (Cooley, 1968) have been used as a basis
for designs produced by staff and research students in
the Basser Computing Department with the help of a
plotter.
The Australian Broadcasting Commission’s logogram, or device, is another example of a mathematical
curve of considerable appeal. This is a Lissajou
figure, and will be familiar to electronic engineers. It
can, of course, be a great deal more com cheated in
form than that used by the A.B.C., and has served as
a basis for some interesting patterns (Klingstedt. 1969).
The use of mathematical curves has even invaded
the philatelic world. The Netherlands Post Office last
year issued a series of stamps designed at the Techni
cal University at Eindhoven. The subjects of these
stamps are isometric projections of a variety of curves
printed in black on backgrounds of various colours.
Films made in colour by Thumin, Whitney, Vanderbeek, and others, exploits the effects of mathematic
ally generated patterns of lines and dots. Some of
these (which were shown recently at J.C.I.T.) create,
at least for some viewers, visual effects’of a type
which . have to be experienced for their •Tull force to
be appreciated, and which it would be impracticable to
’produce without a computer. Whitney (1971) in de
scribing his work, refers to “the domain of visualisa
tion of periodic mathematic phenomena” opening up
“the possibility of a new art form of patterned struc
tured movement not unlike the structured pattern
of music”/
TESSELATIONS
The generation of repeated patterns (Reichardt,
1968) is a phenomenon usually associated with X-ray
crystallography—interference patterns produced on
photographic film when a crystal is exposed to X-rays
of a single wave-length.
The attraction of the repeated patterns of electron
density arising in X-ray calculations is such that
examples were used as a basis for the design of the
carpets used in the Festival Hall at the time of the
1951 Festival of Britain.
Computer-generated patterns in the style of two
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artists—Geoffrey Steele and Briget Riley—were
exhibited in the 1968 I.C.A. exhibition in London
(Reichardt, 1968). Computers are well suited to this
type of pattern generation, which is likely to be
exploited to a much greater extent in the future. For
the more mathematically-inclined experimenter, a
convenient summary by two Russian mathematicians,
Shubnikov and Belov, of the underlying mathematics
of repeated patterns in two and three dimensions, both
coloured and black-and-white, is now available in
English (Shubnikov and Belov, 1964).
In this connection, the early work of Maurits Escher
is particularly relevant. His initial interest in repeated
patterns began in 1922, when he was a student at
Haarlem in Holland, and was further stimulated by a
visit to the Alhambra in Granada, where Moorish
decorations of this sort can be seen at their best. He
realised that the religious objections of Moslems to
depicting living creatures limited the development of
their medium, and, on an entirely empirical basis,
evolved a technique of his own for generating both in
black-and-white and in colour repeated patterns
depicting various creatures.
Much to Escher’s surprise (MacGillavry, 1965),
crystallographers took an interest in his woodcuts and
wood engravings, and used his work as illustrations of
various symmetry groups.
Escher never succeeded in making use of the group
theoretical descriptions of his work. He persisted with
his own approach, and, about 1935 (Brigham, 1967),
began to experiment with two-dimensional representa
tions of repeated patterns drawn on various threedimensional surfaces, including Mobius strips. This
work led on to various paradoxical architectural
designs which have a bizarre appeal of their own. One
of these is a well-known physically impossible drawing
apparently showing water flowing uphill in a channel
which forms part of a complicated building.
The work of Victor Vasarely and his son Yvaral,
and of other artists using similar techniques (Carraher
and Thurston, 1966) (Morgan, 1970), should also be
mentioned here. The Vasarelys have been concerned
with the exploration of various optical effects pro
duced by repeated patterns. For example, Victor, by
taking a chequerboard pattern and distorting the
individual squares, has created the illusion of warping,
advancing, and receding of sections of the surface.
Much of the tedium involved in creating these patterns
could be taken over by computers.
The manipulation of surfaces within a computer is
a problem of considerable practical importance to
engineers and architects, and techniques devised in
this context are available for would-be computer
artists (Ahuja and Coons, 1968) (MacCallum, 1970).
A technical problem associated with the representa
tion of surfaces is the hidden line problem. As the
position of a viewer changes, or as the nature of a
surface changes, so sections of it will become hidden,
and sections will come into view. As objects dis
played become more complex, the computing time
reauired to suppress hidden lines can increase alarm
ingly. In certain cases, special simple techniques are
available (Pratt, 1968). However, finding an efficient
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algorithm for the general case is still regarded as a
“live” problem (Matsushita, 1969) (Ramsey, 1969)
(Sutherland, 1970).
NON-MATHEMATICAL SUBJECTS
Typical conventional uses of plotters and CRTs
include the display of program flow charts, the creation
of the isometric projection of an object given its
orthographic projections, and the use of isometric
projections for displaying curves of experimental
results. Slightly more off-beat uses include the draw
ing of figures in a variety of sizes and orientations (for
example, a series of toy soldiers by Charles Csari) and
the drawings of figures used for human engineering
aspects of aircraft cockpit design by the Boeing air
craft company (Reichardt, 1969).
As one might expect, the use of computers to dis
play perspective sketches has been well exploited—
to the point where the display of the view which one
might see proceeding along a projected road or cor
ridor is available as a planning aid for engineers and
architects.
The Renaissance painters of the fifteenth century
who fathered modern perspective techniques, would
have been delighted. Paolo Ucello was one of this
group, and a typical example of his foreshortening
technique applied to animals is to be seen in a painting
entitled “The Rout of San Romano”, which is hung
in the National Gallery in London (Anon., 1965).
Ucello was fascinated with the more sophisticated
aspects of perspective drawing, to the extent of making
drawings of such oddities as, to quote his near
contemporary Vasari (1927) in his “Lives of the
Painters”, “spheres with 72 facets, and on each facet,
shavings twisted around sticks”. Vasari disapproved
of such frivolities, which he described as the way to
poverty rather than fame!
Computers can be used for straight reproductions of
images input by some sort of image scanner, using
graph plotters. Such applications are of little interest:
however, the use of computers to find the effects of
distorting them produces some interesting results.
Holbein’s painting “The Ambassadors”, painted in
1533 (Kitson and Wedgwood, 1966), contains a skull
which is an example of an early use of distortion
known as “anamorphism”. The effect of this form of
distortion can be removed by viewing from the correct
angle. A little later, William Scrots painted a similarly
distorted portrait of Edward, VI (Carraher and
Thurston, 1966) which was shown in the Tate as part
of an exhibition of Tudor portraits in January 1970.
Unfortunately, as it was hung at the wrong height, the
effect was lost.
If the requirements of being able to restore a sub
ject to normality is removed, an infinite variety of
ways of distorting a subject are available to us. An
example of how far such an effect can be taken is
given by a series of five paintings of a cat, the work of
a schizophrenic artist, Louis Wain, who lived at the
turn of the century (Carstairs, 1966). The series was
drawn while Wain, a compulsive cat-lover (he owned
17 at one stage of his life), was passing through ttie
initial phases of a schizophrenic episode.
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Drawings which represent abstract patterns with a
random element (“stochastic graphics”) have some
appeal, and often appear by chance as the result of a
programming error. In this connection, it is interest
ing to describe an experiment carried out by Michael
Noll of the Bell Telephone Laboratories (Noll, 1967),
in which he analysed a 1917 black-and-white painting
by Mondrian consisting of randomly placed plus and
minus signs, and used the information so obtained to
produce a number of random computer graphics with
the same number of horizontal and vertical bars placed
within the same overall area. He reported that 53 per
cent of the people who were shown one of the com
puter versions and the Mondrian preferred the com
puter version, 28 per cent identified the computer
picture correctly, and 72 per cent thought the
Mondrian was drawn by computer.
Moire effects (Oster and Nishijima, 1963) some
times occur incidentally in the outputs of plotters, as
has been mentioned. These effects have been deliber
ately exploited in some op art (Carraher and Thurs
ton, 1966) and the use of computers to generate them
presents no particular problems.
A mathematical
treatment of moire fringes is to be found in Guild
(1956).
Some attempts have been made to use computers to
soften the hard lines of computer art: no doubt, view
ing through suitably chosen diffusing glass or glass
with water flowing over it would help. The work of
Californian Grace Hertlein (1970) shows what can be
done with a conventional plotter.

A floating mobile, constructed by a Japanese artist,
Kenzo Shingu, in an Osaka shipyard, gives an idea of
a recent experiment in this vein. According to Time
magazine (Anon., 1969), the mobile is said to have
been “arranged so that on cue a small motor inside
the bright yellow and white plywood superstructure
began pumping water into the bowl of the spoon. As
the bowl filled, it dipped down into the water, with a
splash, and dumped 26 gallons of water back into the
bay. Empty, the bowl swung back, and a brass
sound-cone at the other end of a 15-foot arm began
to broadcast a high-pitched whine”. Just imagine what
variants computer control could bring to such
arrangements!
THE ROLE OF THE COMPUTER SCIENTIST
What role can the computer specialist play in
encouraging artists to use computers? Apart from
designing suitable items of peripheral equipment, he
can be expected to ease considerably the problem of
man-machine interaction. He can best .do this by
supplying a suitably designed language (which might
itself use a light pen and display for input), and, in
fact, the possibility of providing such a language for
artists is something of a challenge. Languages exist
which are suitable for architects and engineers wish
ing to use graphics for computer-aided design, and
considerable work has already been done on languages
suitable for animation. In particular, the work of Metzei
(1968, 1971) and Baecker (1969) should be mentioned.
However, the requirements of artists are different. For
example, their mathematical motivation is not so strong
and there is perhaps a greater demand for a tentative
visual demonstration of a variety of possible effects.
Without such a language, the impediments in the
way to the wide use of computers by artists are con
siderable. Perhaps this is why so little computer art
has been created so far by individuals who are not in
the computer field.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL EFFECTS
Three-dimensional effects have been produced by
drawing stereoscopic pairs, each image showing the
view one eye would have of an object. The appro
priate image can be brought to each eye by the use of
special viewers, colour filters, polarised light, or will
power. Computer-generated stereoscopic images have
been used to display moving mathematically-generated
surfaces—examples appear in the film “Computer
Art” made by Control Data.
An exciting new technique for the, production of
three-dimensional images is the use of holograms
(Leith and Upatneiks, 1965). These may be regarded
as being similar to the X-ray interference patterns
mentioned earlier, the main difference being that they
are usually produced with coherent light emanating
from a laser. By reversing the process, a remarkable
recreation of the original image can be obtained. As
it is possible to produce holograms entirely by com
puter, clearly one can expect considerable interest in
such images in the future: in fact, the computerised
production of moving three-dimensional films by a
Harvard group has recently been reported. With luck,
we ‘can look forward to the use of this process for
somfthing more than the generation of dancing girls
that never were.

CONCLUSION
j
This article concludes with/a note ,pf warning to
.■artists who are thinking of using computers for their
A work. ' It is very easy for an expert in any field to
become so fascinated with computers that he forgets his
intention merely to use them as a tool. In a similar
context, Vasari, writing in the sixteenth century, said of
Ucello, who became too wrapped up in the technicali
ties of perspective: “Paolo Ucello would have been the
. most delightful and imaginative genius since Giotto
that had adorned the art of painting, if he had devoted
as much pains to figures and animals as he did to
questions of perspective, for, although these are ingeni
ous and good in their way, yet an immoderate devotion
to them causes an infinite waste of time, fatigues
nature, clogs the mind with difficulties, and frequently
renders it sterile where it has previously been fertile
and facile”.
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Book Review
Daniel/Moore (James W. Daniel and Ramon E._ Moore),
Computation and Theory in Ordinary Differential Equa
tions. 1970. viii + 172 pages, 41 illustrations. $8.15.
W. H. Freeman and Company, San Francisco.
This book is an expansion of a set of lecture potes for a
one-semester graduate course in numerical analysis. It is in
tended to present the theoretical background in differential
equations and modern computational methods of sojving these
equations in such a way as to emphasize the interaction
between the two topics. According to the dust jacket, the
book is appropriate as a text for upper division under-graduate
or graduate students in applied mathematics, engineering or
computer science, as well as being a useful reference for
those whose work requires computational solution of ordinary
differential equations. However, it seems to this reviewer
that its usefulness as a text, particularly for under-graduates,
is severely limited by the fact that almost none of the
results stated are proved, and only an exceptional student
could fill the gaps without extensive reference to other books
and research papers. As a reference however the book is
clearly of value in that besides the standard methods many
others, some quite recent, are described or indicated.
The book deals with both initial value and boundary value
problems the emphasis being on the former, but eigenvalue
problems are not mentioned. The subject matter is divided
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into three parts. The first (46 pages) deals with the theory
of ordinary differential equations: the questions of. existence
and uniqueness of solutions, and their representation. It is
interesting to see in this section the Lie series method
revived in a recent book. Part two (58 pages) describes current
methods of approximate solution,, and includes reference to
recent methods that have yet to ujidergo extensive evaluation.
The authors have not avoided the difficult question of choice
of a method; their main conclusion is the disappointing (to
the casual user) but inevitable (to the numerical analyst)
“it all depends . . . consult an expert”. The final part (59
pages) on the transformation of the equations describes the
treatment of the problem before applying a numerical
method, a procedure all too often neglected, particularly in
text books on numerical methods. There are 109 references,
not always to the most convenient source of the material; for
example, a paper by E. B. Shanks is attributed to an AMS
meeting in 1963. It is more readily available in Math. Comp.
20 (1966) pp. 21-38.
This book is a welcome addition to the bookshelf of the
numerical analyst, and should be available to anyone con
templating the numerical solution of an ordinary differential
equation. At 4-) cents per page it is good value by current
standards.
R. P. HARRIS
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A Digital Processing System For
Seismic Array Data
By

D. W. King*

The Warramunga array, Northern Territory, provides seismic data in FM form on
magnetic tape. The features of both the recording and playback installations which influence
(he subsequent digital data processing are described. The development of software to
implement a digital processing method in which seismometer channels are summed, after
steering delays have been inserted to allow for the arrival of energy at non-vertical
incidence, is discussed in detail.

1. INTRODUCTION
A seismic array is a spatial arrangement of sensors
which respond to earth motion. The earth motion
detected is often one component of the ground
velocity, but instruments responding to displacements
or accelerations do exist. The Warramunga (WRA)
seismic array, near Tennant Creek in the Northern
Territory of Australia, is a medium aperture array of
short-period vertical component seismometers in the
form of an asymmetrical cross. This array is one of a
widely separated group of four arrays used by the
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority for nuclear
surveillance. The Departments of Geophysics and
Engineering Physics of The Australian National
University use the array data for fundamental seismological research.

For this latter application it is necessary to pro
duce high-quality seismograms, and so an elaborate
analog/digital processing system is being developed.
The system is centred on a 16K PDP-15 computer
installation which includes fixed head disk facilities.
2. THE INSTALLATION (Muirhead, 1968)
The salient details of the analog installations at the
array and in Canberra are illustrated in Figures 1
and 2.
The amplified output of each of the twenty seismo
meters is recorded in frequency modulated form on
one track of a 24-track magnetic tape. Also recorded
on this tape is a binary coded time signal. In order to
save both tape and, more important, subsequent pro
cessing time it is useful to edit the data in this record
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Fig. 1: Schematic array installation.
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Fig. 2: Schematic playback installation.

stage. Dr. K. J. Muirhead, of The Australian National
University, has developed equipment for this purpose.
The Automatic Event Detector (AED) triggers the
secondary tape drive only when signals of the same
frequency content arrive in several channels within
the time required for a slow seismic wavefront to
cross the array. To minimise false alarms the AED
incorporates circuitry which detects pulses of nonseismic origin.
In Canberra the tapes are replayed at I2i times
real-time speed. This speed is by no means an upper
limit but is governed by the paper speed which can
be conveniently handled if an analog paper record is
required on playback.
The interface with the PDP-15 computer is via a
128-channel AM09 multiplexer and a 12-bit ADC 1/9
A/D converter. The sampling frequency (per channel
per recorded second) is controlled by triggering the
A/D converter with an external pulse generator. A
rate of 24 samples/recorded second is used both to
avoid aliasing and to1 ensure that the smallest time
channel pulse (1/1 Oth second duration) can be reliably
detected. A sample rate approaching the converter
maximum of 50 kHz is used when sampling across the
channels, thus minimising the ‘move-out’ or ‘skew’ per
channel.
3. PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
Seismic signals are perturbed by noise of varying
types. Birtill and Whiteway (1965) show that measur
ing the same signal n times gives a signal to noise
(S/N) improvement of n* in amplitude (n in power)
provided that the signal is coherent between sensors
and the noise completely random or incoherent. In
measuring a signal n times with an array, the array
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971

configuration does not influence the theoretical ‘root n’
law other than with reference to the coherency condi
The coherency relates directly to the inter
tion.
seismometer spacing, the type of noise present and the
crustal homogeneity.
In order to utilise the resolution properties of
arrays, the multichannel time series can be combined
by inserting time delays between channels prior to
summation. It then becomes possible to discriminate
between signal and noise on the basis of azimuth and
velocity. The noise characteristics at the WRA site
are such that this relatively simple delayed-summation
processing is close to optimum. More sophisticated
digital filters will, however, be incorporated into the
system at a later stage on an experimental basis. One
variation of the basic method which has already been
proved to be of use involves taking the mth root of the
absolute value of each data sample, along with the
original sign, prior to summation, and raising the
results to the mth power while still preserving sign.
This method, due to Muirhead1 (1968b), is effective in
reducing problems arising when large noise spikes
occur on single channels, and also offers some S/N
improvements in special noise conditions.
4. DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Several digital systems, of varying degrees of
sophistication, have already been developed and are
currently used for on and off-line processing. In par
ticular, two PDP-7’s are used on-line to collect and
make a primary search of the LASAf data. At the
t LASA is the Large Aperture Seismic Array, Montana,
U.S.A.
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Lincoln Laboratory of the M.I.T. two PDP-9’s are
used for post-detection processing. At the Seismic
Array Analysis Center, Washington, D.C., two modi
fied IBM 360/67 computers are used to process the
vast quantities of data produced by LASA.
The
excellent visual display facilities and extreme flexibility
of these latter two systems make them the most
advanced seismic array processors in the Western
world. The uniqueness of the A.N.U. system will lie
in the association with the event detection procedure.
It should be possible to process all the array data in
approximately eight hours’ computer time per month
using the PDP-15 alone. The availability of highquality data in considerable quantities must consider
ably extend the scope of seismological research.
The implementation of a software system designed
to process the WRA array data is discussed in the
following sections.
4.1 Data Acquisition
The data acquisition cycle of the digital system is
a real-time problem in so far as if the input data is
not ‘accepted’ within a given period, the data is ‘lost’.
The objective is to accept the digitised data, decode
and monitor the time information, remove faulty data
and transfer re-formatted data to disk as required. It
is only with the extensive use of a high-speed device,
such as a disk, for buffering operations that it becomes
practical to attempt ‘large-scale’ data processing on a
relatively small computer.
The major constraint imposed on the software is
execution time. As with all real-time problems, it is
essential to execute all the program instructions in the
interval between the arrival of bursts of data. This
presents no great problems since relatively slow play
back speeds are used to replay the magnetic tapes.
The re-formatting of data is influenced by the fact
that the dynamic range of all the analog installations
is 57 dB. The A/D converter could provide the 11
bits necessary to preserve the full range. However, it
is convenient to convert to 10-bit accuracy and round
the values to 9 bits, thus permitting half-word opera
tions on the PDP-15. The use of a half-word format
is not dictated by any compromising space or time
considerations, although a reduced disk space require
ment makes it practical to reserye a permanent data
area on an otherwise ‘scratch’ disk. It is sufficient for
seismological requirements to store only 11-2 minutes
of data at a time. The decisive factor is the simplified
programming approach possible in subsequent process
ing with the effectively double length core buffers
(q.v.).
The transfer of the data to disc is done under direct
program control. As with the multiplexed A/D con
version, the use of standard device handlers would
reduce the system efficiency with regard to both space
and time. Disk transfers are suppressed until the
time decoded from the input data corresponds to a
user supplied ‘start’ time. The time is updated each
second and revised each minute, so that time errors
due to'recording breaks on the tape can exist for no
longer than one recorded minute. Further, by count
ing the number of times that the time information is
180
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updated irrespective of time revisions, it becomes
relatively easy to monitor the sample rate used in the
data conversion.
4.2 Data Processing
Programs to phase the array for a user supplied
azimuth and velocity have been developed. The time
delays appropriate to each channel are readily calcu
lated and are rounded to an integer multiple of the
sample interval. The minimum line buffer usable in a
delayed summation is directly related to the longest
time delay. In the extreme case the minimum size is
given by the product of sample rate, storage words
per time interval and twice the array aperture divided
by the minimum horizontal velocity. In our case,
LB,nin = 24 (Hz) x 12 (words) x 2 x 22 (km)/ ;
8 (km's/sec)
= 1-5.84 memoryTocationsA
1 >
However, programming is simplified considerably if at
least - twice the minimum requirement is\ available.
This becomes practical as a consequence of the half
word format adopted. It becomes possible to dupli
cate the data in half of each buffer according to
Figure 3.
With this arrangement, and utilising the I/O indepedence of , the PDP-15, it is a simple matter to be
filling one buffer while simultaneously proceeding with
•the actual summation in the other. The disk trans
fers are completed before the summations and so pro
cessing continuity (and efficiency) is preserved with
this type of data structure. Further, a buffer contain
ing processing results can be transferred back to disk
at times when the disk is not busy.
The actual summation process is extreihely efficient
since addressing across page (or bank) boundaries can
be achieved in a single memory cycle with the use of
an index register. However, the use of standard index
instructions to provide variable address offsets for
concatenation with the index register presents diffi
culties. It has proved necessary to use the address
offsets corresponding to the calculated delays to
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4, November, 1971
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FORTRAN master programs is that it becomes con
siderably easier to include additional processing opera
tions which involve non-trivial arithmetic. Partially
offsetting these advantages is the fact that care must be
taken to minimize the FORTRAN overhead if the
use of a ‘Chain & Execute’ type procedure is to be
avoided.

SINGLE SEISMOMETER

'RED LINE

delayed sum

BLUE LINE delayed

arrows mark separate phases

WHOLE ARRAY

delayed sum

I

5 seconds

I

Fig. 4: Array Seismograms.

actually generate the appropriate indexed memory
reference instructions in a self-modifying section of
program. To permit this type of instruction modifica
tion it is necessary to ensure that the offsets, which
would normally be of either sign, are all positive to
avoid the possibility of generating meaningless codes.
This limitation is overcome by reducing the base value
of the index register by an amount equal to the magni
tude of the largest negative offset, and by converting
all offsets to positive by addition of this same amount.
Using this type of programming approach, it has
been possible to optimise the delayed summation pro
cedure. Processing speeds are up to six times faster
than they would be on comparable machines not
possessing an index register, and are even three times
faster than those attainable with an IBM 360/50.
The capabilities of delayed-summation processing are
illustrated in Figure 4.
5. OPERATION
In order to allow users to write simple master pro
grams to control any processing operation, all the
MACRO-15 (PDP-15 ‘assembly’ language) coded sub
routines have FORTRAN—callable versions. Using
FORTRAN, it is a simple matter to reserve the basic
409610 word core buffer required by the delayedsummation subroutine. However, when this subroutine
is called from a MACRO-15 program the required
buffer must be reserved using a separate non-executable
subroutine. In this way it is possible to avoid problems
which would arise from loading a program greater than
one page in size. A further advantage gained by using

6. CONCLUSIONS
The development of digital systems for the process
ing of seismic array data has received considerable
attention over the past decade. The development of
increasingly sophisticated systems has, however, done
little other than indicate that it is more useful to
adjust array designs, so making the inter-seismometer
spacing sufficient to ensure that noise will be inco
herent between individual sensors, than to implement
excessively complex processing systems.
The use of the simple but optimum delayedsummation procedure makes it feasible to use relatively
inexpensive digital computer installations for array
processing. The development of a software system for
one particular type of computer installation has been
discussed in this paper.
The application of small or medium computers to
the field of exploration seismology has also received
some considerable attention (Mercer, 1969). In this
field, physically large arrays are impractical and so
sophisticated processing systems are essential. How
ever, even here, as in the pure seismological case
described, the versatility afforded by a relatively
inexpensive digital system has much to offer. The
capabilities of these digital systems match those of
large installations for the one- and two-phase opera
tions which constitute the bulk of seismic processing.
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The Standards Association of Australia
Standards Technical Committee MS/20
Computers and Information Processing
GENERAL
Readers of these columns may notice that TC97
has at last published a draft recommendation on
part 06—the handling and preparation of data—for
the ISO vocabulary of information processing. Part
04 — organisation and handling of data — has also
reached the draft recommendation stage.
The following standards have been published by
S.A.A.
(i) 1060 to 1063-1971 Implementation of the Aus
tralian Standard 7-bit Coded Character Set.
(ii) 1068-1971 Magnetic Tape Labelling and File
Structure for Information Interchange.
(iii) 1069-1971 Dimensions for Punched Paper Tape
for Data Interchange.
(iv) 1070-1971 Definition of 4-bit Character Sets
derived from Australian Standard 7-bit Coded
Character Set.
These documents and any of the following may
be obtained from:
Mr. R. K. Profitt,
Engineering Secretary, Committee MS/20,
Standards Association of Australia,
Clunies Ross House,
191 Royal Parade,
Parkville,
VICTORIA, 3052.

Expert Group SCI
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-102) 205 F/E
Title: Vocabulary of data processing, votes and comments on
Chapter No. 2.
Date: December, 1970.
Number of Pages: 20.
Abstract: Chapter 2 covers Mathematics and Logic. The first
draft proposal was submitted to the Sub-Committee for
letter ballot in October, 1970. This document is a colla
tion of the commentary and results of the ballot.
Index: Vocabulary, glossary, dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer.-104) 209 F/E
Title: Vocabulary of data processing, Chapter M.
Date: January, 1971.
Number of Pages: 18.
'
>
Abstract: This is the second working document for Chapter
M on operating techniques and facilities prepared by the
Secretarial and based on 97/1 N181E of May, 1970. It
incorporates American Member Body Comments.
Index: Vocabulary, glossary, dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-90) 192 F/E
Title: Vocabulary of data processing, Section Q (17).
Date: February, 1971.
Number of Pages: 11.
Abstract: This is the second working document for Chapter
17i on component units of digital arithmetical equipment.
The document is based on 97/1 N174 presented in Berlin
in | June, 1970.
Index: Vocabulary, glossary, dictionary.
ISO/TC97/S1 (U.S.A. 30) 21 IE
Title:/U.S.A. Member Body Comments—conclusions on Sec
tion M (13) of Vocabulary.
Date: February, 1971.
Number of Pages: 3.
Abstract: This document is self explanatory and comments
upon ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer.-104) 209 F/E.
Index: Vocabulary, glossary, dictionary.
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ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-109) 221 F/E
Title: Vocabulary of data processing, Section 16.
Date: May, 1971.
Number of Pages: 25.
Abstract: This is the first draft proposal for Chapter 16 on
Component Units of Control, input and output equipment
to be submitted to a vote of TC97/S1 members.
Index: Vocabulary, glossary, dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-116) 228 E/F
Title: Vocabulary of Data Processing, Section M (13) Operat
ing Techniques and Facilities.
Date: July, 1971.
Number of Pages: 27.
Abstract: This document has been prepared by the Secretariat
on the basis of document 97/1N209 as revised and
amended at the meeting in Paris (April, 1971). It is the
third working document on this section.
Index: Vocabulary, glossary, dictionary.
ISO/TC97 (Secr.-269) 401 E/F
Title: Vocabulary of data processing—part 04—organisation
and handling of data.
Date: November, 1970.
Number of Pages: 45.
Abstract: This is the second draft proposal from ISO to
appear in Australia and is Draft Recommendation 2383
of TC97. Voting on this document will terminate on
14th November, 1971.
Index: Vocabulary, glossary, dictionary.
ISO/TC97 (Seer.-283) 415 E/F
Title: Vocabulary of data processing—part 06—the prepara
tion and handling of data. VDC681.3.04:001.4.
Date: February, 1971.
Number of Pages: 31.
Abstract: This document is Draft ISO Recommendation
2452, and is the first seen, in Australia to reach TC97 from
SCI. Voting on this document will terminate on 28th
September, 1971.
Index: Vocabulary, dictionary, glossary.

Expert Group SC2
ISO/TC97/SC2 432
Title: Contribution by ECMA on Code Extension. Technique.
Number of Pages: 26.
,
’ Abstract: This is a proposed ECMA .'Standard and deals with
the different possibilities given by the 7-bit/code table to
i
enlarge the number of characters at disposal using specific
control characters.
The description of;,, procedures is contained in four sec
tions dealing with*1
1. Extension of 7-bit Code remaining in a 7-bit environ
ment.
2. The ^structure of a family of 8-bit Codes.
3. The' relationship between the 7-bit Code and an
8-bit Code.
4. Extension of an 8-bit Code remaining in an 8-bit
environment.
This document contains useful diagrams to aid the
description.
ISO/TC97/SC2—433
Title: Contribution by ECMA on 7-bit Code.
Number of Pages: 18.
This is the 3rd Edition of the ECMA* standard on a
7-bit Input/Output Coded Character Set.
Abstract: This introduces some variations in expression and
definitions. Two tables are proposed—one is an invariant
international reference version and the other providing
for some options and national selections.
ISO/TC97/SC2—434
Title: Contribution by ECMA on £-$.
Confusion in 7-bit Table.
Number of Pages: 3.
Abstract: Defines these positions for either an invarient
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Standards Association of Australia
international reference or an optional national choice.
This has been implemented in the 3rd edition of ECMA
6, the ECMA 7-bit Code.
ISQ/TC97/SC2—440
Title: Draft ISO Proposal for the Procedure for Registration
of Escape Sequences.
Number of Pages: 4.
Abstract: Specifies the procedures in preparing and maintain
ing a register of escape sequence meanings which shall
be assigned to certain escape sequences in the 7-bit
code (ISO R 646).
ISO/TC97/SC2—441
Title: Procedures with SC2 for the Registration of Escape
Sequences.
Number of Pages: 3.
Abstract: Describes procedures for handling requests received
in accordance with Draft Proposal (ISO/TC97/SC2—
Doc. 440). The Plan envisages a response time of 6-14
months.
ISO/TC97/SC2—442
Title: The Representation of Decimal Numerals in Packed
Numeric Form.
Number of Pages: 3.
Abstract: Defines the opening delimiter (3 char, escape
sequence) and the dosing delimiter (special 4-bit com
bination of a sequence of 4-bit packed decimal units.
The actual proposed coding has been presented pre
viously in Doc. 347.
ISO/TC97/SC2—444
Title: Block Spanning Technique.
Number of Pages: 1.
Abstract: This is a request from ISO/TC46 to ISO/TC97 to
consider variations in RC 1001 (Tape Labels and File
Structure) to provide for a logical record greater than
2048 characters, (i.e. spanning over two or more physical
records). It is important in large bibliographical records
which is the subject of an ISO Draft Proposal being
developed by them.
ISO/TC97/SC2—449
Title: Proposal for Systematic Currency Abbreviations.
Number of Pages: 10.
Abstract: Defines the use of a 3 character sequence together
with a currency symbol to designate different national
currencies for D.P. purposes. The different currencies
have been Classified into
1. General—49 countries.
2. Crown (k..)—5 countries.
3. Dinar (D..)—7 countries.
4. Dollar (. .D)—15 countries.
5. Franc (. .F)—29 countries.
6. Peso (P. .)—9 countries.
7. Pound (. .P)—11 countries.
8. Schilling (. .5)—5 countries.
ISO/TC97/SC2—483
Title: CCITT Comments on various aspects of ISO New
Alphabet (7-bit Code).
Number of Pages: 11.
Abstract: Reflects CCITT Comments on Various aspects of
ISO New Alphabet (7-bit Code).
Number of Pages: 11.
Abstract: Reflects CCITT opinion on
1. $ and £ question of ISO R646.
2. Alphabetic Extenders and Preferred Graphics.
3. National use positions.
4. International Reference version of Alphabet.
5. Graphical Representation of Control Characters.
6. Definition and Use of Control Characters.
7. Code Extension and Expansion.
8. Implementation on I/O media.
9. Character Sets for Parallel Data Transmission.
ISO/TC97/SC2—485
ISO/TC97/SC2—486
Title: Group Report on Revision of ISO/R-646 and Draft
of Revised Recommendation.
Number of Pages: 10 + 22.
Abstract: The revised Code only deals with 7-bit set. Some
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definitions have been redrafted with new notes on the
variations permitted. While making primary provision for
national versions, it also defines a specific international
version.

Expert Group SC4
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG4 (Japan-13) 60
Title: lapanese Proposal for a Draft ISO Recommendation
for an Input/Output Interface for Electronic Data Pro
cessing Systems (Logical Specification).
Date: September, 1970.
Number of Pages: 94.
Abstract: This document covers the Japanese proposed
logical specification for a standard input/output inter
face, and represents Revision 1 of the previously proposed
specification ISO/TC97/SC4/WG4 (Japan-3).
Specifications are proposed for the signal lines including
command and status information, modes and sequences
of operation, timing, and for abnormal conditions. The
document is comprehensive, and includes full operating
sequence charts.
Index Terms: Interfaces—I/O, I/O—Interfaces.
ISO/TC95/SC4 (Turin-4-1970) 141 (Amended)
Title: Second Draft ISO Proposal. Guidelines for the har
monisation of general purpose alphanumeric keyboards.
Date: January, 1971.
Number of Pages: 9 plus title page.
Abstract: This document recommends the guidelines to be
used to define a general purpose alphanumeric keyboard
layout for languages using the Latin alphabet. It also re
commends the method of extension of the keyboard to
incorporate various symbols, special letters and letters
modified by diacritical signs. The proposal only recom
mends the relative positions of the keys; physical factors
such as key spacing may be the subject of other ISO
recommendations.
Index Terms: Keyboards, Alphanumeric Keyboards.
ISO/TC97/SC4 (Secr.-82) 144
Title: ISO Draft Proposal; Magnetic Six-Disk Packs, Physical
characteristics for mechanical interchange.
Date: November, 1970.
Number of Pages: 24 including Appendices.
Abstract: This draft ISO recommendation specifies the physical
characteristics of magnetic six-disk packs used for the
interchange of data between electronic data processing
systems. It is not meant to apply to a specific design but
to define only the parameters relevant for interchange. It
specifies physical dimensions and tolerances, general
requirements for the operating and storage environments,
and physical characteristics and durability of the
magnetic surfaces. The document includes several pages
of detailed drawings clarifying the recommended values.
Appendices X, Y, and Z specify the conditions and pro
cedures for testing a disk pack for adherence to the
recommended values.
Index Terms: Disk Packs.
ISO/TC97/SC4 (Sefcr.-83) 145
Title: ISO Draft Proposal. Magnetic six-disk packs, physical
characteristics for magnetic interchange.
Date: November, 1970.
Number of Pages: 17 plus title page.
Abstract: This document specifies the physical characteristics
for the magnetic interchange of magnetic six-disk packs
in order to facilitate the interchange of data between
electronic data processing systems. Thus it specifies track
geometry and identification; test conditions and test
references; and functional testing.
Index Terms: Disk Packs.
ISO/TC97/SC4 (Secr.-84) 146
Title: First Draft ISO Proposal: Unrecorded magnetic tape
(physical properties) for instrumentation applications..
Date: January, 1971.
Number of Pages: 4.
Abstract: This draft recommendation provides a specification
for the physical properties and associated test methods
for magnetic tapes for instrumentation applications. It
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includes the aspects of combustability, elastoplastic pro
perties layer to layer adhesion, resistance of coating, etc.
Index Terms: Magnetic tape—Unrecorded, Instrumentation
tape, Magnetic Tapes—Instrumentation.
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG1 (U.K.-7) 273
Title: United Kingdom Proposal for Requirements for the
Care and Transportation of Magnetic Tape for Data
Interchange.
Date: 26th October, 1970.
Number of Pages: 7.
Abstract: As title.
Index Terms: Magnetic Tape—Handling, Magnetic Tape—
Transportation.
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG1 (Paris 70-13) 298
Title: International Electrotechnical Vocabulary—Chapter
XXX*: Sound Recording and Reproducing—Section 03:
Magnetic Recording and Reproducing.
Date: September, 1970.
Number of Pages: 17.
Abstract: As title.
Index Terms: Vocabulary—Sound recording, Vocabulary—
Sound reproducing, Sound recording, Sound reproducing.
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG1 (Paris 70-14) 299
Title: International Electrotechnical Vocabulary—Chapter
XXX*: Sound Recording and Reproducing—Section 01:
General Terms.
Date: July, 1970.
Number of Pages: 6.
Abstract: As title.
Index Terms: Vocabulary—Sound recording, Vocabulary—
Sound reproducing, Sound recording, Sound reproducing.
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG1 (Secr.-lOO) 301
Title: First Draft ISO Proposal. Magnetic Tape Cassettes.
Date: January, 1971.
Number of Pages: 28.
Abstract: This document is the first Draft ISO Proposal of
a standard for data interchange on magnetic tape
cassettes, using 0.15 inch wide magnetic tape, recorded
at 800 bpi, phase encoded. It is based largely on a draft
contributed by ECMA. It deals with the characteristics
of the magnetic tape and cassette; environmental con
ditions during storage, operation and transportation; and
the recording method and format.
Index Terms: Magnetic tape cassettes, Cassettes—magnetic
tape.
TC97/SC4/WG1 (ECMA-9) 302
Title: Final ECMA Draft Standard for 3.81 mm Magnetic
Tape Cassette.
Date: January, 1971.
Number of Pages: 27.
Abstract: As title.
Index Terms: Magnetic tape—Cassettes, Cassettes—Magnetic
tape.
ISO/TC97/SC4/WG1 (Secr.-lOl) 303
Title: Amendment to the placement of the beginning of tape
reflective marker (BOT) in Draft ISO Recommendation
DR 1864.
Date: February, 1971.
Number of Pages: 1.
Abstract: As title.
Index Terms: Magnetic Tape.
ISO/TC97/SC4 (Secr.-271) 403E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation 2195. Data Interchange on
Rolled-Up Punched Paper Tape.
Date: June, 1970.
Number of Pages: 3.
Abstract: ; This ISO Recommendation specifies the main
characteristics and conventions intended to facilitate the
exchange of rolled-up punched paper tape used for
information handling. It deals with tape format, trans
portation and storage conditions.
Index Terms: Paper tape—punched, Punched paper tape.
ISO/TC97/SC4 (Secr.-275) 407E
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation 1682 (2). Dimensions and
Location of Rectangular Punched Holes in 80 Columns
Punched Paper Cards.
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Date: —
Number of Pages: 8.
Abstract: This amended Draft Recommendation modifies
slightly one of the tolerances in the original Recommen
dation and includes an additional specification.
Index Terms: Punched cards—dimensions of holes.

Expert Group SC6
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Japan-19) 359
Title: ‘Comments on Some Changes to Additional Recovery
Procedures’ (ISO/TC97/SC6 N321).
Date: May, 1970.
No. of Pages: 3.
Abstract: This document submits for amendment certain terms
in the Additional Recovery Procedures, to be included
in the draft ISO proposal for ‘Complements to the
Basic Mode’.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Japan-20) 360
Title: ‘Comments on Abort and Interrupt Procedures’.
Date: May, 1970.
No. of Pages: 1.
Abstract: This document submits for amendment four points
of the Abort and Interrupt Procedures, to be included
in the draft ISO proposal for ‘Complements to the Basic
Mode’.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Japan-21) 361
Title: ‘Comments on Control Procedures for Two-way
Simultaneous Transfer of Information with Alternate
Supervision—Doc N329’.
Date: May, 1970.
No. of Pages: 10.
Abstract: This paper proposes some changes and supplements
to the above titled document.
N329 is reviewed from the point of view of whether
the control procedures can employ any alternative
method and whether N329 can be extended to cover
a wider area of application.
The following points are taken into consideration:
1. Use of Stimulation Supervisory Sequence.
2. Extension to the Code Independent Transmission.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Paris-4) 366
Title: ‘Japanese Proposal for Recovery Rules of Conversa
tional Information Message Transfer’.
Date: June, 1970.
No. of Pages: 11.
Abstract: Japanese National Committee for ISO/TC97/SC6
submits for consideration recovery rules (item: 3 of Docu
ment N323) for conversational information message
transfer. Appendix to this document includes the sum
mary of study report on method A for conversational
i message transfer.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (U.K. 32) 367
Title: New Networks for Data Transmission.
Date: June 1970.
Number of Pages: 4.
Abstract: The United Kingdom comments on the basic
reasons for establishing new data switched networks and
specific points in VIIT in Document ISO/TC97/SC6
(London-9) 326.
The basic reasons for establishing new data switched
networks are given in answer to a series of sub-questions:
(i) Is there a need for ‘new networks’ for data trans
mission?
(ii) What is the purpose of a ‘new network’ for data
transmission?
(iii) What are the minimum signalling requirements of
a network for terminals to interwork?
(iv) What should be the general design philosophy of the
network in respect of transmission and switching?
(v) What are the economic advantages to the user of
a new switched data network?
Regarding the issues raised in VIII 2 in Doc. 326, points
are made regarding the characteristics of circuit switched
networks under study in the U.K. Mention is made of
a proposed common electrical interface for data transfer
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ISO/TC97/SC6 (Germany-20) 374
Tille- Considerations to Interface Aspects for Parallel Data
Transmission.

970.. ]2

Hale: April. ^

■ilior H-1' ■ °I h/German committee for data transmission ex
amines the CCITT issue on parallel data transmission.
■‘n,,, (iinn'ment recommends amendments to the interface
isneeis cl's they are outlined in CCITT Recommendation
V 30. Pioposals to amend both the outstation and the
install on modems include:
-definitions of interchange circuits at the outstation
-interchange circuits at the instation
-■amendments of functions for the data stations.
Illustrations include: equivalent circuits of data terminal
equipment (DTE) and data communication equipment
(I)CE) representing DTE as signal generator and DCE as
signal leceiver and vice versa.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (France-17) 377
Title: Contribution by Member Committee France to Item
No. 1 of the Working Program.
Date1 May. 1970.
Number of Pages: 3.
.
Abstract- Ibis document outlines the French Committees
decisions on serial binary interface for speeds greater and
less than 20 K bits, signal quality, addition to modem
standardisation and the need for standardising modem
maintenance methods.
I he document also outlines the Committee’s opinion on
the Fault shown in Item 4 of German document 97/6
N303 regarding the “start of reception stating”.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (ECMA-19) 379
Title: 'Standard ECMS-24 for Code Independent Information
Transfet .
Hate: December, 1969.
No of Pages: 13.
Abstract: Ibis Standard defines the means by which a Data
Communication System operating according to the Basic
Mode Procedures defined in the Standard ECMA-16 can
transfer texts without code restrictions,
it extends Phase 3 (Information Transfer) as defined in
the Standard ECMA-16. It also describes other use of
the D1.1-, character than that defined in ECMA-16.
The procedures described allow for information mes
sages with format and error protection in accordance with
ECMA-6 and ECMA-16 to alternate with code indepen
dent information messages.
.
1SO/TC97/SC6 (UK32)/381
I Hie:^Control Procedures for Two Way Simultaneous Data
Transmission with Simultaneous Supervision’.
Date: June, 1970.
No of Pages: 5.
Abstract: this proposal defines a set of Transmission Control
Procedures which give complete freedom of data message
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—transmission phase (speed, mode of operation, error
rates, response times)
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Paris-13) 397
Title: Report of Working Group 1 on Interfaces and Modems.
Date: June, 1970.
Number of Pages: 5.
Abstract: This report reviews and comments on Connector
Pin Allocations as described in ISO/TC97/SC6 docu
ments numbers 315, 351, 326, 340, 344, 346, 377, 338,
341 and 397 and on Interfaces as discussed in documents
356 _ and 374. A number of points regarding Identical
National Requirements, synchronisation and Idle Periods
are listed for proposed considerations by CCITT.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Paris 14) 396
Title: Report of Working Group 1.
Number of Pages: 1.
Abstract: The report shows in tabulated form connector-pin
strapping needed in order to conform to Draft ISO recom
mendation given in document 315.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Paris 15) 397
Title: Draft Recommendation for Connector-Pin Allocations
for use with High Speed Data Terminal Equipment (E.G.
48 Kilobit per second Modems in Accordance with
CCITT Recommendation V35).
Date: Junee, 1970.
Number of Pages: 2.
Abstract: This recommendation shows in tabulated form, the
proposed pin allocations for interchange circuits as de
fined in CCITT recommendation V35, using a 34 way
connector.
ISO /TC97/SC6 (Paris-16) 398
Title: Report of the French P.T.T. on New Data Networks.
Date: June, 1970.
Number of Pages: 2.
Abstract: The French P.T.T. Administration is conducting
studies of switched data networks to provide an extended
and improved service to its data transmission customers.
To gain actual experience with user requirements it is
proposed to establish, as a short term measure, a net
work called “Caducee”; while in the longer term it is
proposed to develop a network called “Hermes”.
Characteristics of each network are given
Caducee: circuit switching, 4 wire circuits of CCITT
Ml02 quality.
Hermes: provisionally the network is expected to use
digital transmission throughout, and employ time divi
sion exchanges. Set up times will be small (less than
30m.sec. link by link) and “packet” switching facilities
will be included.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Paris-17)/399
Title: ‘Report of Working Group 2 on Control Procedures’.
Date: June 3-4, 1970.
No. of Pages: 4.
Abstract: This report sets out the current status of discussion
of the following subjects:
—abort/interrupt procedures
—multiple selections
—recovery procedures
—conversational operation
—two-way simultaneous operation with alternate super
vision
—prefixes
—code independent transmission
—high level data link control procedures
Serial numbers of all documents relevant to each subject
are listed.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Paris-18)/400
Title: ‘High Level Data Link Control Procedures’.
Date: June, 1970.
No. of Pages: 19.
Abstract: This document brings together the recent work on
the subject of two-way control procedures for high level
data links. The committee confirms the need to define
high level data link requirements and to develop solu
tions to meet these requirements. Criteria are set out

m

relating to reliability, performance, circuit configuration
and data link usage. Two proposals are discussed:
1. Bit oriented data link control procedure aims at giving
complete code independence and freedom of data message
format. It is intended for channels with simultaneous
bi-directional capability and may be used either for one
way or for two-way simultaneous transmission with simul
taneous responses.
2. Character oriented data link control procedures. Data
is organised in octets and data link is effected by ex
tending the functions defined under the Basic Mode (see
ISO DR 1745). Three categories of operation are de
scribed:
(i) two-way alternate operation, non-continuous
(ii) two-way simultaneous, non-continuous
(iii) two-way simultaneous, continuous
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Paris-19/401
Title: ‘Draft ISO Proposal for Conversational Information
Message Transfer’.
Date: June, 1970.
No. of Pages: 4.
Abstract: This Recommendation defines the means by which
a Data Communication System operating according to the
Basic Mode control procedures defined in ISO/DR 1745
can interchange information messages in a fast conver
sational manner. This Recommendation extends Phase 3
(Information Transfer) as defined in ISO/DR 1745, to
allow the reversal of information transfer without using
Phase 4 (Termination) and Phase 2 (Establishment of
Data Link). Phases 2 and 4 are not affected by the
Recommendation. This procedure applies to the following
system configuration: Point-to-Point, Centralised Multi
point, Non Centralised Multipoint.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (ECMA-20)/410
Title: ‘ECMA Comments on Resolutions 15, 16, 17, 19, 20
of Document ISO/TC97/SC6 N402’.
Date: November, 1970.
No. of Pages: 2.
Abstract: ECMA comments on
Resolution 15—Complements to Basic Modes and Reso
lution 16—Conversation Information Transfer and agrees
with docs. 390 and 401 on these subjects. On Resolution
17—Block and Control Sequence Numbering feeling is to
leave this to user’s agreement. On Resolution 19—TwoWay Simultaneous Transmission with Alternate Super
vision points out that whilst docs. 329 and 361 are a'
sound basis implementation would require new hardware/
software and suggests delay until higher level control, pro
cedures are standardized. On Resolution 20—Use of ‘Go
Ahead’ Sequences with Interrupt Procedures recognizes
that proposal in doc. 323 is useful for non-centralized
systems.
'
\
,
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Germany-22) 411
Title: ‘German Proposal to the Titles of Data Link Control
Extension Features’.
Date: December, 1970.
No. of Pages: 2.
Abstract: Suggests new titles for Features 1, 2 and 3 in docu
ments N328. N390 and N401 respectively. Also sug
gested editorial amendment to doc. N401 page 2, item
2.5, Note 2. The German affirmative vote will be de
pendent on this correction.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Germany-23) 412
Title: ‘German Reply on Resolution No. 11, Doc. 97/6
N402—Prefixes and DLE Sequences’.
Date: December, 1970.
No. of Pages: 2.
Abstract: Germany strongly recommends the use of DLE
sequences for construction of additional transmission con
trol characters and does not support any standardization
of prefixes for such purposes.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Germany-24) 413
Title: ‘German Reply on Resolution No. 19, Doc. 97/6
N402—Two Way Simultaneous Operation as an extension
to the Basic Mode’.
Date: December, 1970.
No. of Pages: 1.
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Abstract: Germany does not support the subject extension
at this time and comments that it is inefficient for multi
point operation.
SAA Action: For information only.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (USA-33) 414
Title: ‘Reply by USA Member Body to Resolution No. 11
of Doc. ISO/TC97/SC6 N401—Prefixes and DLE
sequences’.
Date: January, 1971.
No. of Pages: 2.
Abstract: Note: The title reference to N401 is apparently
incorrect and should read N402.
USA opposes the use of prefixes to change the meaning
of transmission control functions which follow. They
proposed that additional control functions should be
derived by using DLE followed by specific graphic or
control characters.
SAA Action: For information only.

ISO/TC97/SC6 (USA-34) 416
Title: ‘USA Response to ISO Resolution 12 in ISO/TC97/SC6
—Paris 1970’.
Date: February, 1971.
No. of Pages: 31.
Abstract: The title reference to document 401 is apparently
incorrect and should read 402. USA comments on the
High Level Data Link Control Procedures discussed in
document 400 and submits a new document outlining a
class of systems to accommodate communication require
ments of the next generation of users. This is bit oriented
in both control and data fields. It is a completely new
approach and is considered neither a complement to, nor
an extension of, the ISO-7 character oriented control pro
cedures.
SAA Action: For information. This paper merits review by
people interested in advanced data communication con
trol procedures.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Sir,
A desktop computer—its significance to the future of
every member of the ACS.
It is a common statement that desktop computers
are really only calculators; this appears to derive from
the belief that a computer is a device serviced by
peripherals and addressed in machine code through a
compiler language. This is not true; I define a com
puter as a device in which a program may be listed,
stored, and used; whether the use is to process data
or to control external devices or to perform some other
function for which data is not required is immaterial
to the definition. A calculator differs in that while
quantities may be stored, there is no provision for
programmed operation.
Both the computer industry and its clients are
becoming increasingly aware of the potential of mini
computers. It is noticeable that when these are dis- *
cussed the computing profession (members of ACS)
ignore the keyboard programmable machines such as
the Hewlett Packard 9100 series; I shall describe the
9100B model:
Core Memory: 3! K bits; this is divided into 3 accumu
lators, 32 registers of 102 bits, that is 17 octal bytes
each of 6 bits. Of these registers, 28 may be used
for either data or program storage with one instruc
tion in each byte so permitting a sequence to a maxi
mum of 392 program steps; alternatively, each register
will store a 12 digit number with a 2 digit exponent
and, sign.
Programming: Since each program step is represented
by an octal byte the instruction set consists of the 10
decimal digits, 6 alphabetic characters (a to f) and 48
operations. These are controlled by 65 keys and 3
switches. These are stated by the maker to give
access to 32 K bits of read only memory (firmware).
The group of 48 instructions forms a language
almost as powerful as Algol or Fortran; the only
capabilities lacking are the use of subscripted addresses
and the FOR statement (Algol) or the DO statement
(Fortran). This is a very powerful instruction set
comprising trigonometrical functions, hyperbolic and
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exponential functions, conversion of polar to rectangu
lar co-ordinates and reverse, three forms of conditional
branching and a subroutine capacity besides the usual
arithmetic operators and modulus and integer opera
tors. This power is all the greater when one con
siders that each of these is called by one byte. This
is a much more efficient representation than that
where compiler languages are used.
The substance of my argument is that we cannot
compare the 3£ K core capacity of this machine with
that of mini-computers using compiler languages.
Before we can do so, the capacity required to store
the compiler in a mini-computer must be subtracted
from the available core—even then it is questionable
whether the compiled program will be as succinctly
stated as in this machine. The HP machine is designed
for scientific computation, the purpose for which
Fortran was originated. When used for this purpose
it can perform the same tasks as a computer using
Fortran or Basic in a much larger memory. When not
so used, a different basis for comparison must be
applied.
It is possible to extend the core storage with an
additional unit of 20 K bits which permits solution of
15 sets of simultaneous equations or the inversion of
a matrix or the evaluation of a determinant of the
same order.
A fundamental consideration is that even with the
core extension unit it occupies less than half the
average desk top, consumes one ampere, can be
readily moved from room to room, and can be pro
grammed and used without any training. (A potential
user can read the instruction manual one evening and
be writing fully effective programs the following day.)
Certain salient points emerge—
(1) It is worse than useless for the computing pro
fession to turn their backs on the new develop
ments which permit the use of a computer without
any machine code or compiler languages, without
control cards and data decks, without all the com
plications which presently justify the existence of
most junior members of the profession.
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(2) That while remote terminals will provide on line
access within the user’s office, they will not over
come the requirement that he receive a substantial
training if he is to do any programming. The
alternative that he uses only standard packages
from the system library is apparently logical but
fails in fact because almost every individual or
organisation requires a unique solution to meet
particular requirements.
(3) The next ten years should see a decrease of 104 in
core unit volume and price per bit. This will per
mit construction of desktop computers with
1000 K bit store by the end of this decade; it is
likely that they will cost under $5000. To achieve
full flexibility, they will require either a 128 key
board with a shift (switch) or a 64-key keyboard
with two shift keys (switches); these will permit
the use of the full 256 combinations of the hexa
decimal byte. There may be separate keyboards
for those requiring commercial firmware and those
requiring scientific routines; these machines will
have integral interfaces to permit their use as
remote terminals accessing data banks or to small
electrostatic lineprinters within the office; they will
probably be able to prepare and accept magnetic
tape input.

(4) As a consequence of this type of development,
computer centres will gradually cease to be pro
cessing areas; they will become data banks which
are accessed by remote processors.
It is a fundamental necessity to realise that the days
of a central processor are numbered—the future lies
with the central data bank whose processor will be
concerned only with file storage, retrieval and usage
records, while the calculations or manipulations of the
data will be performed by the processor on the user’s
desk. These processors will use extremely powerful
firmware and will lead to practical obsolescence of
almost all compiler languages by the famous year of
1984.
_
i
It may seem that I have proceeded from an isolated
case, one that has been considered insignificant by
most ACS members, to a very general conclusion; I
believe that it is an unescapable conclusion and that
the only questionable factor is the time scale in view
of the present enormous capital investment in central
processors.

H. D. Couchman,
26 Hunter Street,
Fern Tree Gully, Victoria. 3156.

Fifth Australian Computer Conference
22-26 MAY 1972
BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA

DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATIONS DISCOUNT
30 NOVEMBER 1971

By now all Australian Computer Society members
should have received their registration forms for
the Fifth Australian Computer Conference which
will be held in Brisbane from 22nd to 26th
May, 1972. The registration fee is $40 which in
cludes one copy of the Conference Proceedings.
A discount of $5 will be given to those who
register before 30th November, 1971.
PAPERS
The Papers Committee reported that more than
fifty summaries of papers had been received by
mid-October, two weeks before the summaries
deadline. The summaries cover a wide range of
topics and should result in an excellent confer
ence programme. About one quarter of the sum
maries have come from overseas.
Authors are reminded that full papers must be
received by the Papers Committee by 14th
January, 1972. There should be three copies, type
written double-spaced on one side only of quarto
paper (approximately 81 in. by 11 in.), complete
with charts, drawings and photographs. Papers
should normally be between 3000 and 6000
words.
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In addition to the presentation of submitted
papers, there will be a range of invited papers
given by eminent people from overseas and Aus
tralia.
'
•
1
VENUE',
>
Opening-day proceedings on 22nd May will be
held at the Brisbane City Hall. The venue for all
remaining sessions of the Conference will be the
University of Queensland, St. Lucia.
EXHIBITION
An extensive exhibition of computing equipment
will be staged at the University of Queensland
during the Conference. Already 10,000 sq. ft. of
prime display space have been let and most of
the major branches of computing are represented.
For further information write to—

The Secretary,
Box 1235, G.P.O.,
BRISBANE, 4001.
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AUSTRALIAN PROCESSED COMPUTER TAPE
,WS$5I600

fAADE Coy

k

CERTJRED IN
AUSTRALIA a

Join the Company
which is serving the
Australian Computer Industry!

The Computer Tape
which is backed by
SERVICE and QUALITY

OLIMS CHEMICALS PTY. LTD. Computer Tope Division
61 Princes Highway, St. Peters. 2044.

519 4311

Also at:

Microfax Corp. Pty. Ltd.
19 Molonglo Mall
Fyshwick, A.C.T. 2604
SOUTH AUST.: Olims Trading Co. Pty. Ltd.
207 Flinders Street
Adelaide, S.A. 5000
MELBOURNE: Olims Trading Co. Pty. Ltd.
Cnr. Church & Murray Sts.
Abbotsford, Vic. 3067
CANBERRA:
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95 8248

23 3488

AUSTRALIAN MADE
COMPUTER REELS
ETC.
s

42 4236

IX

COMPUTER
COMPATIBLE
flsiatu

KBL
Data Collection Unit

Mai

_______

For an obligation-free demonstration contact one of
our interstate branches or mail the coupon below.

Ascota Business Machines Pty. Ltd.
Melbourne 329 7744

ASCOTA BUSINESS MACHINES PTY. LTD.
BOX 1927R, G.P.O., MELBOURNE, 300,1
Please forward further information on the
new Ascota KBL Data Collection Unit.

Sydney 616831

Business Equipment Pty. Ltd.
Brisbane 311021
Adelaide 231483

Perth 217002
Hobart 343358

”
I T
Divisions ot Litton Industries

Exporter: Buromaschinen-Export GmbH, Berlin, G.D.R. 108 Berlin Friedrichstrasse, 61

x

• The KBL has a punching speed of
50 characters per second. It can
punch fixed and/or variable length
records or any combination.
• Punching is controlled electronic
ally by a program tape through a 200
character per second reader.
• Can punch any odd or even
codes, forward, backward or in
any sequence.
• Punches 5, 6, 7 or 8 channel tape.
Any number of indicator and termin
ator codes.
• Exclusive controls including
Sequence Check ensure idiot-proof
operation.
• Check digit verification — modulus
9,10 or 11.
|
• At any point of time, by simple pro
gram change the KBL can be used
as an independent automatic account
ing machine.
Available with 2, 4 or 6 registers,
interchangeable 4 sided programs.
Forward and reverse tabulation
and printing.
• Unlimited number of proving and
protection devices guarantee reliable
and accurate performance.

1

Name............•......................................................
Company...........................................................
Address..............................................................
............................................Postcode................
CJKB/2 |
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News Briefs from the Computer World
“News Briefs from the Computer World” is a regular feature which covers local
and overseas developments in the computer industry including new products,
interesting techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical events of interest.

ULTRA HIGH SPEED PLOTTER
RELEASED
An ultra high-speed plotter specifically designed for
computer graphics is now available in Australia from
DC Datagraphix, a division of DC Industries Pty.
Limited.
The Complot DP-5 can be used online, offline or
with a time sharing terminal to quickly prepare critical
path drawings, logic diagrams, business form layouts,
stock performance charts, architectural drawings,
weather maps or comparative financial analysis. Charts
or drawings can be annotated with alphanumerics.
The pen carriage (Y axis) moves bi-directionally over
an 11 inch paper surface. The pen may be raised or
lowered (Z axis) on command to mark the paper. The
paper (X axis) moves bi-directionally under the pen
beam for records up to 144 ft. long in a fanfold format.
The plotter uses incremental drives on both the car
riage and paper axes, to produce finite steps up to a rate
of 1200 steps per second.
The pasic plotter is available with either of two in
crement sizes, either 0.005 in. or 0.0025 in. and once
chosen remains fixed.
Two types of marking elements are supplied; con
ventional ball points in four colours and a new fibre
tip element in three colours. The ball point with a very
fine trace of 0.002 in. is ideal for graphs or charts which
require maximum accuracy. The fibre tip element ex-

cels where graphics or dimensional drawings of a very
vivid and dense trace is desired.
The fan-fold chart paper is stored at the rear of the
recorder and pays out to the front. The folded packet is
8i in. x 11 in. with perforations every 8-J in. The pac
kets can be loaded or removed in a few seconds; the pen
does not have to be removed when loading.
A full set of relocatable routines written in Fortran
II and IV are supplied. Charts, maps, drawings, special
curves, alphanumerics, symbols, gridding and scaling
are typical examples of the software available.

VERSATILE GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM
A display system has been designed to match the
hardware, software and performance capabilities of the
Digital Equipment PDP-15 computer.
The two major subsystems of the GRAPHIC-15 are
the VT04 display console and the VT15 processor. The
display console, which also acts as the user’s terminal,
consists of a 17-inch cathode ray tube with a 9-1- x
91-inch working area, with six function switches and
an optional light pen and keyboard for operator control.
Connecting the display console to the PDP-15, the
processor accepts display instructions through a high
speed channel from the computer’s core memory.
These instructions after decoding are converted to
analog voltage signals and transmitted to the display
console. The processor contains the necessary decoding
and timing circuitry, co-ordinate and parameter re
gisters, digital-to-analog converters, a hardware char
acter generator and an analog function generator for
producing vectors. The basic processor produces vectors
at 45° increments; optional items permit the display of
random directional vectors and arcs.
Text, numerical material, graphs or complicated line
drawings can all be displayed free of any flicker, and
the console control permit the operator to interact
directly with the display. Programming is simplified by
the availability of Fortran and Macro subroutines, de
vice handlers and a text editor.
The manufacturers claim that since the processor
operates virtually independently of the PDP-15, the
complete system is highly efficient with an average com
puter tie-up time of less than 15%.

PORTABLE INSTRUMENTATION
RECORDERS HAVE TO BE TOUGH

The Complot DP-5 high-speed plotter.
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The capability of portable instrumentation recorders
to operate under severe vibration and shock conditions
is becoming increasingly important because of the
wide variety of conditions they are likely to meet in
the field.
Philips Electrical Industries point out that a recorder
may be required to record meteorological data on
board a storm tossed ship. It may have to operate in
Continued on p. xiii
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The PDP-11 Family Grows On
This month: COMTEX-11
The greatest data communications software
story ever told.
Start with this: the PDP-11 UNIBUS1’1' concept. UNIBUS is
a natural system multiplexer with built-in hardware inter
rupt - ideal for multiple, asynchronous and synchronous
communications lines, expandable by its very nature. Add
the COMTEX-11 executive to schedule software interrupt
service routines between or over hardware priorities.
Already you have extraordinary communications handling
power, but read on.
Next, the terminal applications packages - prepared and
ready for many types of terminals, probably Including the
ones you're using But COMTEX software is soft whore it
should be soft: you can add to the system by writing your
own terminal applications packages, and when you do.
you'll find thal COMTEX-11 is transparent - no need to
worry about timing problems, line protocol, and other such
nuisances. Software and terminals can be mixed and
matched. because alt commands are device independent.

Which brings us to the interface controllers, choice of four.
First is a 16-line, single speed multiplexer for low-cost data
concentration. Second is a single-line, asynchronous
interface with programmable character size and baud rate
- ideal for service bureau-type systems. Third is a synchro
nous line interface for remote concentrating. Fourth is an
automatic calling interface.
Combined with Ihe unique and powerful architecture of the
PDP-11. COMTEX-11 is ideal for store-and-forward
message switching, source data collection, remote job
entry, text editing, message concentrating, inventory con
trol, and remote batching. In whatever application, its
price/performance is unequalled.
Now that you've read the introduction, get the unabridged
story. Next month still another member will join the PDP-11 family. Digital Equipment Australia Ply Lid
75 Alexander St., Crows Nest. 2065 (439 2566)
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LEARN PROGRAMMING
Unlimited practical time on our computer
is available to all students
E.D.P. APPRECIATION
Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

FORTRAN PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of five weeks or part-time night
course of ten weeks.

1130 ASSEMBLER
PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of six weeks or part-time night
course of twelve weeks.

COBOL & P/L1
PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of five weeks or part-time night
course of ten weeks.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

FREE APTITUDE TEST

Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

Regular
tests
are
conducted
prior to acceptance for Taylor’s
Programming Course.

Full details obtainable from, our brochure EDP/1.

BLOCK TIME
AVAILABLE TO ENGINEERS & SURVEYORS
$45.00 per hour

TAYLOR’S
SCHOOL of COMMERCE
300 Little Collins St., Melbourne. 3000. ’Phone 63-2566

Information, Computers,
Machines and Man
Edited by A. E. Karbowiak and R. M. Huey
University of New South Wales
This is an introductory text to systems theory. It is
based on the new concept that the foundation areas and
a description of systems theory can be presented in one
volume. Ranging over the areas of information, solidstate electronics, computers, building blocks for systems,
control of large systems and electric power, communi
cation, biological, human and adaptive systems, the
book concludes with a look at future developments.

1971

347 + xv pages
Cloth $8.95
W.I.E. $5.96

John Wiley & Sons Australasia Pty. Ltd.
110 Alexander Street, Crows Nest, N.S.W., 2065
Melbourne Office:
55 Cardigan Street, Carlton, Vic., 3053
Recommended prices only

Close-up of ANA-LOG 7 installed in car for vehicle research
program being carried out in England.

an aircraft subjected to severe gravitational stresses.
Or, it could be in the back of a truck recording the
behaviour of the suspension system whilst, driving
over a tortuous test track. The variety of situations
is almost limitless, including military usage.
The United States Army has even set. down a
standard for efficiency under rugged conditions for
this type of equipment.
Philips’ portable magnetic data recorder ANA-LOG
7 has met the US army requirements for equipment
to be used in aircraft. This means the unit now has a
licence to go anywhere under tough conditions.

COMPUTER PRINTER OUTPUT
FOUR TIMES FASTER
A new computer output hard copy printer/plotter
is said to be up to four times faster than existing
mechanical line printers. Comparisons show that the
new equipment has printout speeds up to 5,000 lines
per minute, or a page a second, according to the
manufacturers, the Varian Organisation of Sydney.
The Statos 21 is described as an exceptionally low
capital outlay, versatile and extremely high speed
peripheral, additionally capable of producing on-line
such graphics as maps and charts at the same speed.
The printing components include 640 writing heads
or styli across an 8i in. page width: a toner fluid
applies carbon particles to the charged area of paper
after it has passed under the styli by means of a
vacuum-controlled system. The emerging hard copy
is dry and has excellent reproduction and storage
qualities. Fluid-to-carbon particle balance is main
tained semi-automatically.
This printing principle is used in preference to
traditional rotating belts or type drums and offers the
advantage of totally silent operation. Paper speed,
variable up to 10.5 in. per second, is computercontrolled and the paper transport is the only moving
part.
The manufacturer further claims that the new1 unit
will be applicable in many fields, particularly where
Continued on p. xv
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SIEMENS

Short-haul

medium-speed data traffic

Siemens GDN4800 is a versatile data transmission
system. Like a modem it converts signals from a
remote data terminal (e.g. teleprinter, visual display
unit) into a form suitable for transmission via tele
phone cable to another data station (e.g. computer).
Features:
□ Transmission of data over DC coupled unloaded
lines within city limits.
□ Full duplex operation over 2-wire lines.

□ Data transmission in any code at any speed up to
4800 bits/s.
□ Low interfering noise level.
□ High immunity to interference.
□ Low signal error rate.
□ Compatible with CCITT V24 Interface.
□ Low cost.
For further information and technical data contact:Siemens Industries Limited
544 Church Street, Richmond, Victoria, 3121.

COMPUTER
DATA
TERMINAL
No. 1.

GDN4800

DATA
TERMINAL
No. 2.

GDN4800

DATA
TERMINAL
No. 3.

DATA
TERMINAL
No. 4.

Siemens GDN4800
DataTransmission System
xiv
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IT FIGURES
At last. A precision pocket calculator which adds and
subtracts non-decimal arithmetic. Don’t let hexadecimals
(or octal) grind you down any longer.
Addiator Hexadat 71 calculates in eight digit Hexa
decimals.
Addiator Octadat 72 calculates in six digit Octal.
Fast, accurate, negative numbers no problem—truly “the
programmer’s friend”. Hexadat $39.60; Octadat $13.35.
Price includes carrying case and instructions.

ADDIATOR
division of ABLE STAPLES PTY. LTD.
Telephone (03) 86 6214
Call 49 Earl St., Kew.
Write P.O. Box 9, Kew, Vic. 3101.
The Varian Slates 21 printer/plotter produces 5000 lines a
minute using an electrostatic printing system.
.-<5?
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Are You Watching
Big Brother?
If you find The Australian Computer
Journal to your liking you could also
benefit from reading its elder brother,
The Computer Journal, published by
the British Computer Society.
This Journal is devoted to the publication of
original work, particularly from the United
Kingdom but also from all corners of the
world, in all aspects of Computer Science
Theory and Computer Applications.
The subscription for the Journal is £8
($17.20) for four quarterly issues (108 pages
approx, of text in each issue) including post
age. However, ACS members may, by a
reciprocal arrangement with BCS, enjoy a
concessional rate of £6 ($12.90). ACS mem
bers may take advantage of this by subscrib
ing through their Branch Secretaries, but all
others should send their subscriptions by
international money order or cheque direct to:
Subscriptions Manager
The British Computer Society
29 Portland Place, LONDON WIN 4AP,
England.
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speed-cost relationships are vital. For example, the
speed of the new equipment will greatly reduce the
time and cost involved in core verification procedures
during software debugging. As the demand for pro
gramming and processing services increases, faster
printing processes will become necessary. Applications
are likely in virtually all data processing service com
panies and bureaux, government and industrial inhouse installations, software companies and systems
users.
In engineering computation application, the unit can
be used for drawing checking prior to final drafting,
and plotting test data for fast distribution. Similarly,
sales charts, graphs and tabulated matter can be
quickly produced direct from the computer.

BANKS ARE IDEAL PROSPECTS
The huge volume of transactions made daily in banks
make them a ready-made prospect for computer sales.
Many Australian banks realised this some time ago
and installed earlier style systems. The sophistication
of new equipment constantly being evolved, however,
has strong appeal as replacements, additions, or in
initial installations.
Two companies, Olivetti Australia Pty. Ltd. and
Honeywell Pty. Ltd. are two companies that have
recently found success in this prosperous market—to
the tune of $2 million!
The Commercial Banking Company of Sydney
Limited recently placed an order with Honeywell and
Olivetti for the purchase of a computer and peripheral
equipment on which to base its management informa
tion system. The total cost of the contract is in excess
of $2,000,000.
The Honeywell portion of the contract is for a
H6040 computer, 300,000,000 characters of disk
storage plus tape drives, printers, etc., and an on-line
front end processor comprising 3 H-316 mini com
puters.
The Olivetti part of the contract includes 120 TC
349 terminals to be used in the C.B.C.’s Sydney
branches for on-line communications with the
management information system.
xv

Is lack of Data Communication
TERMINAL
REMOTE
CONVERTER

PROCESSOR
& RACK
C.P.U.

This could be YOUR ANSWER!
The

HJSESn

D.C. SIGNALLING SYSTEM
For data communications up to 150 baud.
Uses remote converters in conjunction with C.P.U. end racks.
Available in convenient sizes ranging from 48 lines through to 480 lines.
Placing large on line systems well within your budget. r

If this does not solve your problem maybe one of our other systems will.

U3EEOO
The Electronics Group
|

Racal Electronic Pty. Ltd., 47Talavera Rd., North Ryde 2113 N.S.W. Phone: 888-6444
MELBOURNE 51 9994 • CANBERRA 86 1267 • ADELAIDE 78 5780
WELLINGTON N.Z. 4 1068 • BOROKO P.N.G. 5 4697
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“Gentlemen

my recommendation
is Honeywell”
The selection of a computer system
necessitates careful consideration
and study.
Consider what is offered by
Honeywell.
A complete range of commercial
computers from the recently
announced G-58 for first-time users
to the multi-dimensional Series 6000.
The Series 16 range of mini
computers for specialised time
sharing, communications and
process control.
Data preparation and collection
devices from hand punches, to
Keyplex.
Time-sharing and service bureau
facilities.

Traditional Honeywell service and
support.
The obvious advantages of an all
embracing ‘Bundled’ pricing policy.
With all this to offer, it is not
surprising that Honeywell is being
recommended repeatedly.
Honeywell — the total systems
supplier — serving all of Australasia.

The Other Computer Company

Honeywell
Sydney 69 0355 Brisbane 21 6683 Melbourne 26 3351
Adelaide 51 6203 Canberra 49 7966
HW183
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